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Summary

A specialist meeting on "cavitation criteria for Designing

Mechanisms working in Sodium-Application to pumps" was held

in Bergisch Gladbach 1 (Bensberg), the Federal Republic of

Germany, on 28th - 29th October, 1985.

The meeting was sponsored by the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA) on the recommendation of the International Working

Group of Fast Reactors (IWGFR). It was chaired by K. Dumm, head

of subdivision of main component design for advanced reactors at

Interatom and was attended by 20 participants from FRANCE, the

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, INDIA, ITALY, JAPAN, the NETHERLANDS,

the UNITED KINGDOM, the UNITED STATES and IAEA. Specialists nomi-

nated by SOVIET UNION regretably withdraw their participation in

the meeting.

The purpose of the meeting was to provide a forum for discussions

and exchanges of views on cavitation phenomena in sodium, cavi-

tation tests on pump models in water and sodium, application of

test results to LMFBR plants, impact on sodium pump design. Topics

of interest were also detection methods for cavitation during tests

and cavitation problems in electro-magnetic pumps. Two categories

of papers were presented: national position papers and specialised

topical papers.

The main topics discussed, in three sessions were the following:

Session I National positions on cavitation

8 countries presented national positions: DEBENE (FEDERAL

REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, BELGIUM, the NETHERLANDS), FRANCE,

JAPAN, ITALY, the UNITED KINGDOM, INDIA.

The US-paper was a topical paper reflecting the work done by

Rockwell International and thus was not offered as the US

national position.
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Session II Cavitation tests; performance, measuring methods

and results

8 papers were presented: INDIA, JAPAN (2 papers), ITALY, FRANCE

(2 papers); the UNITED KINGDOM, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY.

Session III Application of test results and implications on

the future programmes

5 papers were presented: JAPAN, the NETHERLANDS, the USA, the

UNITED KINGDOM, ITALY.

During the meeting the papers were presented by the participants

on behalf of their countries (or organisation). Each session was

followed by an open discussion on the subject covered during the

session. Summaries were drafted at the end of each session.

After the formal sessions were completed, a final discussion

session was held and general conclusions and recommendations

were reached by consensus. Session summaries, general conclusions

and recommendations, list of papers presented at the meeting

as well as list of participants are given hereafter.

It was the participants opinion, that the meeting was of great

benefit, the exchange of informations and results very useful.

The participants recommend to the IAEA to have a further specia-

lists meeting on the same subject within the next 5 to 6 years.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Session 1: National Position Papers

Summary

National position papers were presented from DEBENE / 1 /,

Japan / 2 /, France / 3 /, Italy / 4 /, Great Britain

/ 5 / and India / 6 /.



From the designers point of view the fundamental objective is

to achieve an acceptable level of cavitation for sodium pumps

in fast reactor application.

However, the design criteria adopted vary considerably from

country to country. I. e. in the UK the criteria adopted is

to allow a 25 % margin above the NPSH at the point of visible

cavitatdon inception for a model tested in water.

In France the criteria is based on zero % head loss plus a

margin to be confirmed.

The various design criteria used are as follows:

- zero acoustic noise generation

- zero visible cavitation (water tests only)

zero erosion

zero (or 3 %) head loss

A survey was conducted to determine the opinion of the partici-

pants as to the order in which the various thresholds would be

encountered during a test in which the pressure was gradually

lowered to induce cavitation.

The result is shown below:

UK Jap. Ind. US It. Fr. DEBENE

acoustic noise

*) bubble forma-
tion

erosive damage

3 % head loss

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

3

2

4

. 1

2

3

4 . .

1

2

3

4

2

1

4

3

1

2

4

3

(2)**

(1)**

*) only visible in water tests

**) depending on gas content in water tests
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It should be noted, that all participants agreed that the acous-

tic threshold was the first to be encountered and therefore the

most sensitive indication of the onset of cavitation.

Most of the participants accept that under normal operating con-

ditions some caviation noise is permissible, whereas erosion is

not. The visible inception criteria is of course only applicable

to water tests, however, these can be usefully correlated with

acoustic measurements as further confirmation of the design.

It was agreed that the hydraulic performance of a sodium pump

could be accurately determined by water test. The need to con-

trol the gas content in the test loops was recognized. Due to

the higher gas content in water compared with sodium the former

is more sensitive to the onset of bubble formation. This thresh-

old is therefore more conservative for design.

Session 2: Cavitation Tests; Performance, Measuring Methods

and Results

Conclusions

Classical testing methods as e. g. head loss measurements are

still in use and give acceptable results when designing and

optimizing sodium pumps. Some improvement appears possible by

using the surface tension in a modified cavitation coefficient.

This merits further consideration. However, the margin between

the range of erosion cavitation and the design points must be

kept rather large, since results show only limited confidence,

due to e. g. on the difficulty to define the beginning head

loss very exactly.
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More advanced methods, e. g. the acoustic detection method, give

the opportunity to improve the testing procedures available.

Acoustic techniques are very sensitive, can easily be applied,

can be used for either water and sodium testing, and can dis-

tinguish between different effects (cavitation, gas bubble acti-

vity, mechanical noise). Thus very detailed knowledge on the in-

ception and the development of cavitation can be gained.

However, what is missing at the time, is a good relation between

acoustic results and results gai'ned by the more classical methods.

Another important point is the transferability of water testing

results to the real sodium operation conditions. There are in-

dications that sodium can be simulated by water satisfactory with

respect to cavitation inception. However, the gas content, which

may be different between sodium and water by several orders of

magnitude, seems to be of great importance with respect to the

inception of cavitation and its detection, especially by the

acoustic method.

Further the exact knowledge on the erosion behaviour (that is

the onset and the rate of erosion) of water and sodium by ca-

vitation erosion is too small, so that at the time no reliable

relationship between water and sodium test results can be esta-

blished.

Recommendations

The final aim of the future development with respect to testing

procedures, should be to be able to determine the pump behaviour

under sodium operating conditions on the basis of results derived

from water testing performed on models, in order to decrease the

margin between NPSHR and NPSHA.
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This in particular means:

Improvement of knowledge on the acoustic method with the

aim to define the onset of cavitation - and possibly of

caviation erosion - in terms of the acoustic signal.

Improvement of knowledge on the influence of gas content

on cavitation inception and careful control of gas content

during experiments.

- Improvement of knowledge on cavitation erosion effects of

water and sodium under comparable geometrical and hydraulic

conditions. This should include also investigations on the

scale effects.

Session 3: Application of Test Results and Future Programmes

Objective: Future pump design must be cost-effective for

the overall FBR plant-system

Several options have been identified for achieving this objective

depending on the specific situation.

1. Reduced NPSH margins could be achieved by selection of a new

design criterion for sodium pumps.

2. State-of-the-art flow-, stress- and rotordynamic-analysis

techniques must be used for confident design with reduced

margins.

3. Increased available NPSH reduces pump costs but may not re-

duce plant cost.
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4. Inducer pumps offer a potential for substantial savings

through pump designs with increased speed and smaller,

lower cost design. This potential is backed by a substan-

tial existing technology base.

5. Increased studies of erosion rates and new materials to op-

timize designs relative to cavitation resistance. Initial

effects based on material specimens to be followed up by

pump studies if significant benefits are found.

6. Fabrication of blade surfaces is critical to performance.

Precision machining of parts is essential to achieve design

dimensions for high performance pumps. These must be balanced

against the benefit.

7. Utilisation of reduced size models and testing in water can

significantly reduce the cost and schedule of development

testing without compromising the technology.

8. Interchange of information on these techniques among the IAEA

working group is needed (For example dye testing in water,

acoustic detection etc).
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DEBENE STATUS ON CAVITATION IN SODIUM PUMPS

By: K. Mendte

Interatom GmbH, Bergisch Gladbach, Federal Republic of Germany

IAEA-IWGFR specialists' meeting on cavitation

criteria for designing mechanisms working in

sodium-application to pumps.

Interatom, Bergisch-Gladbach, F.R.G., 28-30 October 1985

Due to lack of reliable information concerning the material-damaging

influence of cavitation on pump impellers, the aim in the DEBENE

field was to operate all reactor pumps safely outside the cavitation,

To meet this almost trivial requirement, however, different efforts

have been and are being made in the individual breeder reactors.

In the case of the comparatively small KNK reactor with its

2 primary and 2 secondary pumps the evidence could easily be

adduced.

Primary pump KNK

Capacity m3/h 653

Head m 83,5

r.p.m. min 1400

Impeller diameter m 0,54

NPSH required m 4

NPSH available m 8

Suction speed *' 11000

Driving power kW 176,5

The only cavitation criterion formerly considered was the decrease

in head of 3 %. Tests with an original primary pump under sodium

showed in the operating condition an NPSH reserve of just about

6 m and even in the overload range with a performance of 120 %

a reserve of 3 m remained.

*> n1/2
' SA = 52 n *

NpSH3/4
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400 500 600
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PRIMARY PUMP KNK

Thus it was proved that the pump complies with the guaranteed

design conditions.

For the SNR-300 project, pumps with a capacity increased by

factor 10 are required. The development and construction of

the pumps comprised various development stages which were repeatedly

reported in the past. An essential feature of this development is

the construction of a prototype pump to the scale of 1 : 1,

which was tested in water and in sodium under simulated reactor

conditions.
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Capacity m3/h

Head m

r.p.ra. min

Impeller diameter m

NPSH required 3 % m

NPSH acoustical m

NPSH necessary m

NPSH available m

Suction speed

Driving power kW

5000

85

960 (

0,88

11

13

-

14

9000

1500

Prototype pump SNR-300 primary pump

5300

140/85

960

1,0

5

8

15

11000

2400

For cavitation studies on the prototype pump the following

measuring methods and criteria were applied:

- visual observation (only water)

- acoustic noise measurement

- measurements for the determination of the decrease in head

Due to the measurements performed, a permanent cavitation-free

operation was ensured during the sodium test, i.e. the designed

operating point is not within the cavitation area detected

by noise measurements.
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When applying the results obtained on the prototype pump to

the hydraulic conditions in the SNR-300 improvements were made

concerning the shaping of the blade and the surface quality

of the impeller. Furthermore, due to a hydraulically optimized

special inlet bend, flow conditions were created at the impeller

inlet which eliminated certain cavitation-stimulating influences

on the prototype.

Besides this, the studies led to the conclusion, which had

previously been theoretically assumed, that the thermodynamical

phenomenon of cavitation in water can also occur in sodium.

In Ref. / 1 / and / 2 / the following items were mentioned

as important results of the comparative studies:
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- Water tests are representative for hydraulic performance

of impeller design in sodium, provided correct temperatures

are compared.

- There is no deviation in NPSH behaviour between water at

room temperature and liquid sodium at 580 deg. C.

Thus, the view was confirmed that it is no longer necessary

in future to perform sodium tests for such cavitation studies

on pumps.

The requirements of an even larger pump with a capacity of

approx. 20 000 m3/h, as necessary for the SNR-2, result in

an increase of the suction speed S and/or in greater pump
a

dimensions. If the SNR-300 design line was merely extrapolated,

the limit for an economic construction would be exceeded.

To avoid the demand for cavitation exclusion becoming a

determining factor of the design, we switched to an inducer/impeller

combination. A report on the development of an inducer for

pumps of large breeder plants will be given later in a separate

and more detailed lecture of this meeting 111.

Considering the knowledge now available the following data

can be realized for the SNR-2 primary pumps, whereby a 25 %

reduction of the pump diameter can be obtained.

Preliminary design data primary pump SNR-2

Capacity m3/h

Head m

r.p.m. min

Impeller diameter m

NPSH required m

NPSH available m

Suction speed

Driving power MW

approx,

19 300

70

700

1,1

12

15

13 000

4,6
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Using an appropriate inducer/impeHer combination, for which

additional work is needed, the aims for pumps in large breeder

plants are:

- to keep dimensions as small as possible (suction speed 15 000)

- to reach a high efficiency

- to avoid cavitation damages

- to minimize costs

References

111 Conference on Cavitation
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Activities of Cavitation studies and R&D works of sodium pumps in Japan

M.KAMBE, PNC, JAPAN

K.MORI, TOSHIBA Corp, JAPAN

Y.HAYASHI, HITACHI LTD, JAPAN

ABSTRACT

PNC is now performing design studies of large FBR, making the best use of past

experiences from JOYO, MONJU and related 'R&Ds, aiming at future effective and sound

development of FBR technology and at the appropriate cooperation with utilities and

manufacturers.

In this paper the activities of cavitation studies and R&D works of sodium pumps

as well as general review of the FBR development are presented.

Such activities are concentrated on the following items ;

1) In-sodium and in-water cavitation tests of JOYO primary and secondary pumps as

well as cavitation damage inspection after 30,000 hours of operation.

2) In-water cavitation test of subscale mock-up pumps (1/2 - 1/3) for MONJU.

3) In-water cavitation test of subscale mock-up pump (1/2.5) for large FBR including

incipient cavitation bubble observation.

4) Cavitation tests of FLIPs (600 1/min and 1100 1/min) and ALIP (400 1/min).

5) Approach to define more advanced cavitation criteria for electromagnetic pumps

instead of applying Thoma's dimensionless parameter. In view of this, cavitation

tests of a FLIP and its duct models with sodium and model fluid are conducted.

6) Studies on the impeller type optimization for large FBRs : Single suction, double

suction and inducer type are comprised.

7) Design studies of single suction and double suction pumps for large FBRs.
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1. Introduction

FBR development programme in Japan now enters a step of demonstration, the

first significant step toward commercialization, based on the data and experiences

from the design, construction and operation of JOYO, the design and construction

of MONJU, and the related research and developments.

At present, large FBR program is expected to be determined, considering the

circumstances around the FBR developments in the world as well as the programme of

the collaborative relations among government, private utilities and manufactures for

the FBR development in Japan.

Under the circumstances, the design study of large FBR plant and R&D of FBR key

technology aiming at cost reduction are now under way.

Meanwhile extensive research works have also been undertaken in the field of

cavitation in sodium pumps and in other LMFBR hydraulic components. So long as

sodium pumps are concerned, primary emphasis has been placed on identifying potential

cavitation problems and defining cavitation limits by employing experimental data

and theoretical analysis from the view point of thermodynamic conception.

Another important issue to be resolved is the cavitation errosion problem.

In addition to such activities, design studies of mechanical pumps for large FBR

plants are in progress, on considering impeller type optimization and adequate NPSH

margin.

In this paper, research works on cavitation of sodium pumps conducted by PNC and

manufactures in Japan are briefly described.
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2. Research works on defining cavitation limits

Fundamental research on cavitation phenomena should reveal the parameters defining

the similarities in the onset of cavitation in water flows and sodium flows, and thus

justify the extrapolation of water testing results to cavitation in sodium.

Activities have been made on both mechanical pumps and electromagnetic pumps.

2.1 Mechanical sodium pumps

A research programme has been undertaken to verify the sodium-water similitude

criterion of cavitation onset on JOYO primary and secondary pumps*). In-sodium

and in-water cavitation tests have been conducted on full mock-up pumps. Test

data show close concordance between the cavitation threshold values obtained in

sodium and those in water.

Also in-water cavitation tests have been conducted on subscale models of MONJU

pumps (1/2 - 1/3 reduction) and required NPSH values defined by 3% head drop-off

have been confirmed.

For a large FBR pumps, a water test of 1/2.5 scale model which includes obser-

vation of cavitation inception has been performed*?).

On the other hand, cavitation margin of primary and secondary pumps of a FBR

plant was discussed and minimum suction specific speed was determined-^).

2.2 Electromagnetic pumps

Electromagnetic pumps cannot drive non-conducting fluid, no any procedure to

deduce cavitation threshold from in-water test data has been achieved so far.

In this point of view, a series of survay has been conducted at PNC^).

The programme is directed toward : (1) establishing the in-water test procedure ;

(2) verifying the Thoma's dimensionless parameter conventionally accepeted to

deduce the onset of cavitation ; and (3) defining more advanced cavitation

criterion for electromagnetic pumps. A flat linear induction pump (1100 1/min)

and its subscale duct models have been tested. As a result, the dimensionless

parameter ay = a /Fe has been proposed where a and ¥e denote the Thoma's dimen-

sionless parameter and Weber number respectively. o T was confirmed to predict

the cavitation threshold of electromagnetic pumps and other FBR hydraulic

components with much accuracy than ever before.
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In addition, cavitation tests have been conducted on a FLIP (600 1/min) and an

ALIP (400 1/min) in the manufucture. Despite the differences in geometry, both

data yields similar characteristics in the cavitation onset in each other.

3. Research works on cavitation erosion

Little is known about the erosion phenomenon due to cavitation in sodium flow

and it is difficult to predict its effects on structures which are to be used for

several years.

However several attempts have been made to inspect the impeller of mechanical

sodium pumps after operation of longer duration. The inspected were JOYO primary

pumps (Q=1260 m3/h, H=70 mNa) after 30,000 hours of operation, and the primary pump

(Q=1106 m3/h, H-78 mNa) and secondary pump (Q=911 m3/h, H=51 mNa) of 50MW steam

Generator Test Facility of PNC more than 30,000 hours of operation. In all of the

pumps, no damage was perceived on the impeller.

On the other hand, fundamental research in the field of electromagnetic pumps

has been conducted in water hydraulic test loop of PNC^). The location of cavitation

damage in the duct was deduced by visualization of the impulsive pressure distri-

bution. The maximum damage is expected at the duct inlet region.

4. Design studies of mechanical Sodium pumps

Conceptual design study of large FBR plant began in 1975 approaching on the

extrapolation of the MONJU design. Since 1982, attention was focused on plant cost

reduction assuming that the construction start in the early 1990's and advanced

technologies expected to be available at the time.

An increasing demand for plant cost reduction has leds to the pump design of

smaller diameter and less NPSH margin. Single suction, double suction, two stage

and inducer types are considered. One of the design and its specifications are

represented in Fig.l and Table 1 respectively^).

Fig.2 shows the effect of cavitation margin on the impeller diameter3).

It should be desirable to reasonably reduce the excessive NPSH margin.
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5. Conclusion and future prospects

Sodium-water similitude criterion of cavitation onset for mechanical sodium pumps

has been confirmed.

As regards electromagnetic pumps and other LMFBR hydraulic components, condition

of the cavitation onset can be deduced from water hydraulic test data by the aid of

advanced dimension!ess parameter a T .

Further research should be planned to establish cavitation erosion criterion for

sodium pumps and to obtain sufficient data required for confident extrapolation to be

full 30-40 year life time.

In order to get more compact pump design, it would be advisable to eatablish

reasonable cavitation criterion which excludes an excessive NPSH margin.
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Table 1 Specification of the primary pump

Type : Double suction mechanical centrifugal type

Working fluid : Sodium

Operating temperature : 360 C

flowrate : 252 .7 m3/min

developed head : 92 mlMa

pump speed : 830 rpm

horsepower : 4220 KW

Maximum efficiency : 78%

Available NPSH : 16mNa

Design temperature : 3 8 0 C

Design pressure : 1 0 Kg/cm2G

Suction nozzle diameter : 40 in

Discharge nozzle diameter : 32 in

NsL

d 2600

Outer casing

Inner casing

Orifice

Shaft

Orifice

I

Fig.l Primary Sodium Pump
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1 - PUMP CAVITATION: CURRENT DESIGN CRITERIA
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The current lack of information concerning sodium pump cavitation has two

important consequences: conservative pump design, and restricted operating

ranges for reactor pumps.

Until now, the following criteria were used for water testing of pump

mockups*:

- (NPSH)f : appearance of the first bubble in the flow stream at the impeller

vanes.

- (NPSH)f': appearance of the first figure considered unstable and dangerous.

- (NPSH)^ : initial drop in performance.

- (NPSH)CX: X7o loss of head.

- (NPSH)g : breakdown of performance characteristics.

The criterion adopted for designing the PHENIX and SUPER PHENIX 1 primary

sodium pumps was: (NPSH)f' + 2 m.

The last three criteria mentioned correspond to advanced cavitation

conditions and cannot be used in reactors4 while the first two are only visual

criteria that cannot be implemented in sodium.

In order to define a criterion better suited to sodium applications, a

joint research and test program was conducted by the CEA and Jeumont-Schneider

involving water tests on a SUPER PHENIX 1 pump mockup and on the actual SUPER

PHENIX 1 primary sodium pumps.

* (NPSH): Net Positive Suction Head
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2.2 Test Facilities

The water and sodium test loops will be closed circuits including a

pressurizing and deaerating tank equipped with the following (Figures 1 and 2)

- a vacuum pump

- fluid stilling baffles

- temperature regulating provisions

- a remote-controlled anticavitation throttling valve

- flowmeters and pressure sensors

- a dissolved oxygen analyzer (water loop)

- a mini-Venturi nucleation measuring device

- acoustic sensors.

The loops must be designed to maintain the following pump specifications:

Scale:

Flowrate:

Rotation speed:

Nominal pump head:

(NPSH):

Motor power rating:

Argon cover gas pressure:

0.209
3 . e - l0.170 - 0.285 mJ-s

2900 rpm maximum

64.9 m

5 - 25 m

200 kW

0.4 - 2 bar (absolute),

The water tests are planned for the IRIS loop at Jeumont, in northern

France, and will be financed by Jeumont-Schneider. The sodium tests will be

conducted in the CARUSO loop at the Cadarache Nuclear Research Center.
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An acoustic criterion (NPSH)^ was determined during the tests on the pump

impeller, and was then used to define a pump operating limit. The acoustic

criterion A, which provides further assurance of cavitation-free operation,

should be higher than (NPSH)^ and very close to the point at which the

performance characteristics diverge.

Current practice is to define criteria of the form (NPSH)^ + X7«. For the

SUPER PHENIX 2 pumps, NOVATOME recommends a similar criterion.

Sodium qualification of this criterion is indispensible, and the next

step will involve mockup testing in water and sodium. Renewed cooperation

between the CEA and Jeumont-Schneider is therefore planned for a joint tesc

program on a SUPER PHENIX 2 pump mockup.
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2 - CEA RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
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2.1 Objectives

Qualification in sodium is indispensible in defining a new pump design

criterion, and a further step in this procedure involves mockup testing in

water and sodium.

Renewed cooperation between the CEA and Jeumont-Schneider is therefore

planned for a joint test program on a SUPER PHENIX 2 pump mockup. The CEA

will furnish the test mockup, finance the necessary sodium and water loop

modifications, and provide technical assistance and acoustic monitoring

instrumentation for the tests.

i

The SUPER PHENIX 2 mockup tests will be conducted in water at Jeumont and

in sodium at Cadarache. They represent the logical continuation of the SUPER

PHENIX 1 pump mockup tests already conducted at Jeumont.

The purpose of these tests using a 1:5 scale mockup of the SUPER PHENIX 2

impeller in water and sodium is to compare the impeller behavior in the two

media and to check that erosion does not occur with the SUPER PHENIX 2 design

criterion. This will require the following steps:

- Establish water-sodium similarity criteria relative to the erosion hazard.

- Check for sodium erosion scale effects related to rotation speed.

- Monitor the evolution of cavitation while controlling certain parameters if

possible: dissolved and occluded gas content, temperature, loop flowrate

and pressure.

- Differentiate the physical stages in the cavitation process, and validate a

criterion of the form (NPSH)d + X%.

- Correlate the acoustic detection signals with the conventional cavitation

criterion.
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SPx2 PUMP MOCKUP
Water test loop "Jeumont-Schneider"

PUMP MOCKUP Flow regulating valve
(pressure drop)

Flowmeter

.Oxygen analyser

Fig.1
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SPx2 PUMP MOCKUP
Sodium test loop

Pressure drop

Pump mockup

By pass

Flowmeter

From
purification unit

-*-To purification unit

To storage tank

Fig. 2
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2.3 Test Procedure

2.3.1 Rotation Speed

Two rotation speeds will be tested: 80% and 100% of the nominal speed.

In the sodium loop, a test will be conducted with an impeller peripheral flow

velocity exceeding 30 m's"*.

2.3.2 Hydraulic Parameter Recording

Hydraulic parameters (flowrate, NPSH, head and power) will be recorded at

different speeds in order to permit comparison between the results at two

speeds and to verify the similarity laws:

Q H
and = constant

ND3 (ND)2

2.3.3 Endurance Testing

Endurance tests will be conducted at increasingly severe d + X% criteria

with acoustic monitoring in order to discriminate between erosive and

nondestructive cavitation.

The fluid characterization parameters (temperature, dissolved oxygen

content in the water, water or sodium quality) will be measured during each

test.

The cavitation figures will be displayed and photographed for the water

tests. The CEA will conduct acoustic cavitation measurements using the

instrumentation developed in CEA laboratories. The same noise measurement

techniques will be implemented on the water and sodium loops.
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2.4 Sodium Pump Research and Development

Tests will be carried out in the Sodium Cavitation Tunnel to determine

the fundamental laws of cavitation erosion in sodium in order to qualify the

criterion on the pump mockup. It will also be necessary to verify whether a

reduced-scale impeller that remains intact after testing would not be eroded

at larger scale under transposed similarity conditions; this implies verifying

possible scale effects on the fundamental sodium laws.

In addition to this research program, further data will be provided by

examination of the pumps from existing reactors (RAPSODIE, PHENIX and

subsequently SUPER PHENIX). Industrial-scale cavitation phenomena will be

investigated in SUPER PHENIX 1 by running the pumps in configurations

deviating from normal operating conditions so that cavitation is liable to

occur.
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IAEA Specilists Meeting on Sodium Cavitation.

Bergisch-Gladbacb.,1 FRG 28-30 October 1985

National paper

Position of Italy

Studies and experiences carried aut in Italy on cavitation in

sodium can be splitted in two groups: cavitation in sodium pumps

and cavitation in others components or parts (such as foot of

fuel elements,valves,etc).

Considering the good agreement between cavitation simili-

tude in water and in sodium we deem the similitude in water

enough to design and to test sodium pumps. The general approach

of cavitation in pumps design and testing is the following.
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1. Computation of the suction specific speed S and determination

of the theoretical value of NPSH required by affinity to pumps

with the same specific speed already tested. This is in pump

design phase.

2. Air and water tests of a pump model (scale not less 1:5) for

an experimental verification of the hydraulic characteristics

and of the NPSH required too.

A special equipped water facility is necessary for these

tests.

Methods employed for cavitation evaluation are: NPSH required

with head drop (from 0 % to 3 % according to the requirements

of the project), noise and vibration measures.

3. NPSH required measures in the full scale pump during acceptan-

ce tests in water of the pump.

For the full scale pumps tests are avaiable water facilities of

the following Italian firms:

Termomeccanica Italiana - La Spezia

Fiat TTG - Turin

F. Tosi - Legnano

Riva Calzoni - Milan
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The maximum capacity is 30.000 m /h.

In this period sodium pumps of the PEC (FBR Italian Prototype)

are in testing in FIAT-TTG facility. FIAT-TTG is also the

manufacturer of these pumps.

The criterion for evalutation of NPSH required for PEC pumps (6

pumps) is 3 % head drop.

For others components or parts in LMFBR, cavitation studies and

experiences were focussed on fuel elements of PEC.

Tests were performed by ENEA (Italian Atomic Authority) in the

Brasimone energy research center both in water both in sodium.

Tests in water on foot of fuel elements were carried aut on the

facilities CEF 1 et CEF 2 (maxi performances: capacity 500 m /h,

pressure 25 bar) and tests in sodium on the facilities:

ESPRESSO, CEDI,CPC1 (maxi performances : capacity 400 m /h,

pressure 8 bar, temperature 650°C).

Cavitation was detected by noise and vibrations measurements; in

water stroboscopic devices were also employed.

The tests performed on foot of fuel elements showed a good

agreement between cavitation in water and sodium, but cavitating

erosion domage is much more severe in sodium then in water in the

range tested (500-600°C).
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NOTATION

NPSH = Nett Positive Suction Head (m)

co = Angular velocity (rads/s)

R = Radius of eye (m)

R^ = Radium of hub (m)

Q = Volume flow (m /s)

= Incipient cavitation number for impeller

= 2 g.NPSH/(u>Re)
2

<l> = Flow coefficient

R1019-NPP( 2)
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Introduction

A primary objective in the design of the sodium punps for the UK
Commercial Demonstration Fast Reactor has been to avoid cavitation
during normal operation. This requirement arises from the need to avoid
blade erosion and also, in the case of the Primary Sodium Pumps (PSP),
the generation of cavitation noise which might otherwise interfere with
instrumentation installed to detect noise of boiling in the core.

This paper outlines the approach adopted to achieve a pump design with
good cavitation performance and the programme of model testing carried
out in a water loop to establish the cavitation boundaries for incipient
cavitation of selected designs using both visual and acoustic
techniques.

UK cavitation criteria

Operational experience with PFR suggests that, for normal operating
conditions, the general background noise levels from the PSPs are
acceptably low and it seemed reasonable therefore to retain the same
cavitation criteria for the CDFR pumps. This resulted in a cavitation
specification for the PSPs which called for a margin of 25% above the
NPSH at which incipient cavitation could be detected visually when
operating at the full power design point. When operating with three
pumps only, with one valved off, the margin is arbitrarily reduced to
10%. In this case the speed of the pumps is reduced to about 83% of
design speed to maintain approximately the full design flow through
each. This would allow the station to generate about 75% full power.

Design considerations

Pump cavitation can, of course, be suppressed by simply increasing the
NPSH available at the pump inlet e.g. by increasing the gas blanket
pressure or by increasing the depth of immersion. Whilst the former
option is available on the Secondary Sodium Pumps (SSPs) this is not the
case on the PSPs because safety considerations require that should a
pipe immersed in the primary pool be fractured above the roof level
active sodium would not be forced upwards into the secondary containment
building by the gas blanket pressure.

Increasing the depth of immersion demands a longer shaft which, in turn,
reduces the whirling speed for a given shaft stiffness. The gains to he
achieved by this means are therefore severely restricted in practice
although the development of super-critical shafts would ease this
constraint somewhat.

This means that in order to achieve the highest possible design speed
and hence the smallest, lightest and lowest cost pump the designer must
strive to reduce the incipient cavitation coefficient 0^ to the lowest
possible value. The position has now been reached where the cavitation
performance of the 'best' blades tested is very close to that
theoretically achievable so that the emphasis will shift towards the
problem of manufacturing the pump impellers to the high standards of
profile and surface finish demanded.

R1019-NPP( 3)
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If the blade-to-blade variation can be reduced and if some cavitation
could be tolerated when only three out of four pumps are operating then
there is clearly scope for reducing the design margins applied. The
pump designs would benefit directly as a consequence as indicated in
section 6.

Analytical design methods available

Design of pump impellers as a whole has not benefitted much from
analytical methods compared to gas or steam turbines or aircraft for two
main reasons:

(i) the flow in pumps is further from the inviscid potential flow
type that can most easily be predicted because of the quite
large viscous effects towards the trailing edge of the impeller
and the general presence of cavitation. The flow is also
usually strongly 3-dimensional with no large, approximately
2-dimensional regions

(ii) it is relatively easy to test models of pumps and develop them
empirically because temperatures, Mach numbers, stresses etc
are low and scaling for Reynold's No. is the only difficulty
and that often minor.

Pump design has therefore rarely inspired new analytical methods, but
those developed for other applications can often be applied to pumps.
The theoretical analysis of sodium pumps should be somewhat easier;
there is, by design, no cavitation and only the inlet region is of
interest, where potential flow theory is quite a good approximation.

Methods realistically applicable come in the following general
classifications, with examples of programs.

Quasi 3-D

Full 3-D

Inviscid

Streamline curvature and
blade-to-blade
(Wilkinson/Martensen)

Finite element (Worster)
Time Marching (Denton)

Viscous

Finite difference (PHOENICS) I

4.1 Quasi 3-D

The calculation of flow is in two parts, a through flow calculation for
the meridional stream surfaces followed by a blade-to-blade calculation
for the flow along the intersection between a meridional stream surface
and the blade. The through flow calculation would generally be done
using a streamline curvature method. There are many of these, although
not all are of equal merit, and most organisations have access to one.

R1019-NPP( 4)



Correct allowance for blade forces on the fluid and deviation from the
blade direction near the trailing edge are essential features. They
require the hub and casing geometry and blade angle and blockage over
the blade surface to be specified and then give the velocity and
pressure for an assumed circumferentially averaged flow for given total
through flow and blade rpm. A simple blade-to-blade solution can be
obtained from the circumferential equation of motion but this is not
accurate enough for cavitation prediction.

A better blade-to-blade solution, which is almost exact, has been
developed from the original 2-D Martensen method by Wilkinson (Ref 1).
This allows a change of radius and variation in stream surface spacing
along the blade to be included and gives an 'exact' solution around the
leading edge at all incidences; the only method that does this. An
'inverse' or 'design' method which finds the blade shape to give a
specified suction surface pressure distribution, including the leading
edge point, is also available.

Neglected are viscous effects, not too important near the leading edge,
and stream surface twist, which is averaged'out in the through flow
approximation.

4.2 3-D inviscid

The Time Marching method was developed to predict 3-D flows in steam
turbines originally, by Denton, and also exists in 2-D, quasi 3-D and
through flow forms (Ref 2). It has more recently been applied to gas
turbine compressor problems. Its main advantage is an ability to treat
subsonic, transonic and supersonic flows alike, and so predict shock
waves, because the form of the equations is hyperbolic in time and
independent of local Mach number. None of this is relevant to pumps but
the simple form of the mass, momentum and energy equations used in this
formation made extension to a full 3-D solution from the original 2-D
relatively easy. A low Mach number solution for a pump is therefore
quite practical but rather inaccurate near the leading edge in its
original form. This was because the form of the grid used was such that
a stagnation point between grid points was not predictable by the
method. The blunt leading edge had to be replaced by a wedge shaped or
cusped version in which there was no calculating point actually at the
leading edge and the velocities near the leading edge were generally
inaccurate, particularly at off-design incidences. Other techniques
which treat the leading edge correctly, like any other calculating point
are being developed in 2-D at least, using wrap-around grids, but these
are not yet generally available.

The Finite Element method for pumps was originally developed by
Worster(Ref 3). It gives an inviscid 3-D solution but the level of
approximation is controlled by the number of elements used and their
types. For the cases shown at the 1983 Edinburgh Cavitation Conference
the pressure was constant along the sides of each element.
Quadrilateral flow elements were used, fairly equally spaced in the flow
direction on the blade so that the leading edge was triangular and came
to a point in this representation. However the constant pressure
assumption, while preventing this from giving infinite velocity at the
leading edge also prevented the correct sharp leading edge velocity peak

R1019-NPP( 5)
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appearing at off-design incidences. Comparison with experiment showed
that the method predicted the design flow coefficient and inception
cavitation number well but was very inaccurate at off-design flows
because the leading edge peak was underestimated.

As in the case of the Time Marching method there is nothing fundamental
about this, progressive concentration of grid points near the leading
edge being possible to increase the resolution there and give a more
accurate solution. It is all a question of improved mesh generation,
more data input and longer program run times. However quite fine point
spacing would be required to reproduce the peak accurately with constant
pressure elements. Only the Wilkinson/Martensen method gives an
accurate solution in this region with a very small total computation.

4.3 Viscous 3-D

Two omissions of the inviscid solutions are the hub and casing wall
boundary layers and the re-entering leakage flow from between impeller
and casing. The latter is a few percent of the total flow and
recirculates. It is injected upstream of the blade and will ideally
re-energise the casing boundary layer if done well but otherwise may
thicken it and perturb the flow at blade inlet. The wall boundary
layers are generally fairly thin as the flow is designed to accelerate
continuously from intake lip to blade leading edge.

PHOENICS is a finite difference program which, in principle, may allow
these effects and the blade surface 3-D boundary layers and separations
to be included. It gives a 3-D solution with a k-E turbulence model.
Not many applications have been tried but a recent PHOENICS users
conference (Ref 4) gave one case for 'flow and blade loading in
centrifugal impellers'. This was an application to a centrifugal
impeller and was concerned mainly with blade loadings and overall
pressure rise which were predicted well, compared to experiments.
Secondary flow at outlet was also predicted. There was no detail round
the leading edge so it was of little value as a cavitation prediction
validation exercise, although the loading towards the leading edge was
good. No doubt this method is the same as the other 3-D methods in
requiring considerable grid refinement near the leading edge in order to
have any chance of predicting the peak. Again such refinement is in
principle possible but remains to be demonstrated.

There are a number of other 3-D viscous flow programs in various stages
of development, including that of Peric (Imperial College) (Ref 5) and
FL0W3-D from UKAEA Harwell, both of which are in the final stages of
development for general 3-D flows but have not been applied to
turbo-machinery.

Cavitation performance tests

The hydraulic development of the primary sodium pumps for CDFR during
the period 1979 to 1983 was reviewed in Ref 1. This paper describes the
test facility used to test on 0.222 scale model of a pump designed to
meet the duty shown in Table 1.

R1019-NPP( 6)
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5.1 Visible cavitation inception tests

In addition to the hydraulic performance the rig was designed
specifically to observe cavitation on the blade surfaces of the rotating
impeller using stroboscopic lighting. The deterinination of the onset of
visible cavitation for a variety of impellers, inlet configurations and
operating conditions, therefore, was the principle objective of this
phase of the test programme.

The test procedure used was as follows:

The water in the closed test loop was 'deaerated1 by running the pump
for about two hours at 750 rpm at maximum flow, while bypassing some of
the flow through a spray into the vacuum tank and applying the maximum
vacuum: eventually this would settle out at about 1.5 m WG above the
vapour pressure at about room ambient temperature, say 15 to 20°C.

This was done, not so much to reduce the quantity of gas nucleii in the
water, but to maintain a reasonable standard of visibility of the blade
inlets. That is, there were always plenty of travelling gas nucleii in
the flow in spite of the relatively low air content; presumably these
arose in turbulent or cavitating flow at the loop breakdown valves.

Note

When noise measurements were being made, however, a non-cavitating valve
was fitted to reduce pressure.

The point of visible cavitation inception in these tests was determined
by gradually dropping inlet pressure until a patch of cavitation
appeared to be visible continuously in stroboscopic lighting of one
flash per revolution. The pressure was then slowly raised until the
cavitation appeared on and off with an intermittency of about 50%.

The NPSH at this point is defined here as that at visible cavitation
inception and the corresponding impeller inlet cavitation number is:

a± = 2 g(NPSHi)/Ue
2

where Ue is the peripheral velocity of the impeller eye. When the
cavitation inception is close to the eye of the impeller this impeller
cavitation number is close to numerical value to the blade cavitation
number used by water tunnel experts, who use the relative velocity in
the tunnel. The true relative velocity near the blade at an impeller
inlet is difficult to determine and Ue is usually used as the
representative velocity.

Similarly, the non-dimensional impeller inlet flow coefficient is here
defined in the simplest way

<j> = Q/(Ue.Ae)

where Ae is the cross-sectional area of the inlet annulus in the plane
of the impeller eye.

R1019-NPP( 7)
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The results of these earlier tests on an impeller with transparent inlet
blading designated TS2 are summarised in Fig 1. This shows the
incipient cavitation envelope within which 6 of the 7 blades lie with a
representative pump inlet configuration. Superimposed are the operating
points for 4 pumps running at a design speed of 450 rpm and for 3 pumps
only at 374 rpm, the other pump being valved off. As a result the
following conclusions were reached:

(i) a two-stage pump could be designed with a design speed of
450 rpm to meet the full load duty specified

(ii) the 3-pump only case could be met provided that the full size
impellers could be manufactured to a consistently high standard
of profile accuracy with a good surface finish

(iii) the cavitation performance of the pumps is sensitive to inlet
flow disturbances but inlet features such as support webs and
valve operating rods can be designed to have no adverse
effect.

5.2 Acoustic measurements

Acoustic methods of detecting cavitation were developed in the UK to aid
the testing of the prototype and production models of the PFR primary
and secondary pumps (Ref 7). The techniques have been further refined
and are now used in support of the development of the CDFR pumps.

Acoustic methods offer the advantage that they can be used in both water
and sodium and at all stages of the development of the pump from model
impeller to the finished production pump. An acoustic instrument will
detect cavitation anywhere in the pump whereas the visual method only
detects cavitation which occurs within the field of the viewing facility
provided. On the other hand the acoustic method at present cannot
indicate where within the pump the cavitation is occurring though
location techniques for distinguishing noise from within the pump from
noise originating elsewhere are available.

The acoustic signal from cavitation is generated by the collapse of the
vapour bubbles. It has been shown that the terminal velocity of the
wall of a bubble collapsing in a gas free liquid can exceed the velocity
of sound and generate shock waves. These waves excite the resonances in
the pump and in the detector and produce an acoustic signal made up of
sharp pulses when observed in the time domain and with a spectrum
extending to very high frequencies in the frequency domain.

This cavitation noise can be detected by monitoring the root mean square
(rms) of the signal in a high frequency band or by amplitude
discrimination to detect and count the acoustic pulses. The rms method
involves time averaging so that when the cavitation bubble collapses
are well separated, as may be the case in incipient cavitation, the
output of the rms system is small. In this case it is preferable to use
a pulse counting method which in principle can detect the collapse of a
single bubble. In practice the discriminator level would be set to give
a low or zero count rate in the non-cavitating condition and the count
rate monitored as NPSH is reduced to detect the onset of cavitation.

R1019-NPP( 8)
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In both these techniques cavitation becomes detectable when the signal
level rises significantly above the non-cavitating background noise
determined by operation at a high value of cavitation coefficient. This
can be a problem in practical situations where the available or allowed
degree of pressurisation may be insufficient to determine the pressure
independent background noise unambiguously. When background noise is
high the onset of cavitation may be masked.

The presence of free or dissolved gas in the pumped liquid can greatly
reduce the acoustic signal front cavitation first by cushioning the
collapse so that the shock waves and hence the high frequencies are not
generated and secondly by the attenuation of the sound by the residual
gas bubbles which surround the cavitation site in a gassy liquid. It is
therefore necessary to take steps to reduce dissolved gas to a low level
before tests commence. In a loop this can be done for example by
running for some time with cavitation say in a valve, with some
arrangement to disentrain the gas bubbles.

In comparing the two techniques, visual and acoustic, it is important to
ensure that the test environment does not predjudice the result in
favour of either method. This is best achieved by attempting to
optimise the conditions for both techniques. For acoustics this implies
minimising the background noise and keeping the gas content at a very
low level as well as siting transducers so that they will not be
affected greatly by flow noise or mechanical noises from the drive. For
visual detection good light and clear water are essential but it is
equally important to have a large field of view. It is not sufficient
to observe the blade any over a small sector of its travel.

The results shown in Fig 2 were obtained on a loop at Weir Pumps Ltd.,
shows the detection of cavitation on a model of an impeller for the CDFR
pump. The curves show the variation of the acoustic noise in a l/3rd
octave band at 40 KHz plotted against the cavitation coefficient while
the hatched area at the bottom shows the visually observed inception
points on each of the six blades. There are five curves covering a
range of flows from 80% to 120% design flow.

Considering first the curve for 80% flow, <f> = 0.2, the acoustic signal
rises sharply with reducing values of starting from a value very close
to that at which visible cavitation appears on the first blade. At
higher values of the acoustic signal is constant giving a close and
unambiguous agreement between acoustic and visual detection in this
case. At the other flows there is also a sharp rise in the acoustic
signal close to the value of a. at which cavitation is first seen but in
some cases, notably at the design point, there is an earlier slower rise
in the acoustic signal as is reduced. This additional source of noise
has the characteristics of cavitation in that it increases as the
pressure falls.

The variation of the cavitation inception point with flow about the
design flow is shown in Fig 3. The curves represent visual detection of
cavitation inception on the worst blade at each flow value and acoustic
detection using two levels of discrimination. The upper acoustic curve
was obtained by extrapolating the steep part of the noise curves in
Fig 2 to the point at which it intercepts the background noise level.

R1019-NPP( 9)
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In this way the effect of the source of the slowly increasing noise is
ignored. This point was taken as the cavitation inception point, the
lower acoustic curve is obtained by taking the value of a. at which the
noise on this extrapolated line has risen to 10 dB above the
background.

The acoustic curves show a similar dependence on the flow coefficient as
the curves for the onset of visible cavitation and at the extremes of
flow the agreement between the acoustic and visual techniques is good.
However, near the design flow the acoustic method indicates cavitation
inception at a significantly higher value of than that for the onset of
visible cavitation on the worst blade.

5.3 Effect of model pump speed

A fundamental and necessary condition for accurately modelling the
cavitation performance of a pump is that the pressure field should
be the same as for the full scale pump. This requires the dynamic
heads in the model pump to be equal to those in the full scale
pump i.e.

I Pm V m = i pV where suffix m denotes model

pm

m R ./ P— ; —
Rm V V

For sodium at 370°C and water at 20°C, ( P*/pm)* = 0.93

so ti>m = 0.93 R_

to m

For the model scale used therefore (0.222) the test speed corresponding
to 450 rpm would be 1904 rpm.

Due to limitations on the rig drive the tests carried out prior to 1984
were carried out at either 748 or 1485 rpm. The latter speed
corresponds closely to the scale speed demanded for an early two-stage
pump design having a design speed of 360 rpm but it was recognised that
the higher speed designs then being considered running at 450/480 rpm
would require a higher test speed to obtain correct simultations of the
flow/pressure field at the pump inlet. Previous comparative tests at
the two speeds obtainable indicated that the 'speed effect1 might not be
pronounced but nevertheless it was considered prudent to examine this
point further. As a consequence the rig drive was modified to allow the
pump speed to be varied between 1200 and 1950 rpm.

Because there was some doubt whether the composite plastic/bronze
impeller designated TS2 would withstand the higher speeds a new
all-bronze impeller designated S2(B) was cast. Although the blades were
carefully profiled by hand using templates, the cavitation performance
of this impeller was not as good as expected. As Fig 4 shows there was

R1019-NPP(10)
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a considerable variation in blade-to-blade performance and the curves
lie well above those obtained for the TS2 impeller. Furthermore the
optimum flow coefficient for this impeller is too high to match the
design point presumably due to a small error in blade incidence.
Nevertheless the effect of speed was measured on a 'good1 blade No. 3
and as Fig 5 shows, although the effect was small near the optimum flow
coefficient is to high it becomes pronounced at lower flow coefficients
i.e. when the blade is operating at a positive incidence. The reason for
this is not clear but it was suspected that, although small, the change
in Reynolds Number might be responsible. To throw further light on this
phenomenon a small local flat was filed on the leading edge of one blade
to see whether cavitation induced at this point showed sensitivity to
speed but as Fig 6 shows, this was not the case.

At this stage it was decided to attempt running the TS2 impeller at
higher speeds to seek further confirmation of the effect. This proved
to be possible and the results shown in Fig 7 indicated a similar trend,
i.e. the incipient cavitation number increased considerably with speed
when operating above and below the design point but there appeared to be
no significant effect at the design flow where incidence was low and the
minimum pressure point on the blade surfaces had moved away from the
blade leading edges.

At the lower and higher flowrates, which correspond to an incidence of
about 1.5 degrees, the minimum pressure points have shifted to the
leading edge. Bearing in mind the thin blade sections used the
sensitivity of local pressure distribution to Reynolds Number in the
flow condition is thought to be due to the formation of a laminar
separation bubble just beyond the leading edge but this has not been
verified.

Design implications

The UK requirements to achieve cavitation free operation has important
implications so far as the design of the primary sodium pumps is
concerned in that it limits the design speed and this in turn
determines, for a given head requirement, the overall physical size of
the pump. If operation is also required with only 3 pumps running the
other being valved off, then the flow coefficient on the running pumps
increases by approximately 20%. Since both operating points must lie
within the cavitation free zone it is necessary to choose a higher value
of cavitation coefficient at the full-load design point than would be
otherwise necessary for four pump operation only.

To give some indication of the influence of these requirements on the
design it may be noted that the CDFR PSPs were designed to operate at a
cavitation number CN = 0.52 which corresponds to a design speed of
450 rpm (Ref 1). If cavitation free operation was required at the
reactor full duty design point only however and no margin was allowed
for scale effect OJ could be reduced to about 0.3 and the corresponding
design speed increased to around 590 rpm. The effect of such an
increase on the design of the pump would be considerable since, if
advantage is taken of the additional head available due to the increased
depth of immersion, it would allow the head to be generated by the lower

R1019-NPP(ll)
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stage only of the two-stage pump proposed. This would result in a
significant reduction in pump cost since in addition to the savings on
the pump the drive motor size and cost would be lower for the higher
operating speed. However before advantage can be taken of reduced
cavitation design margins we need to carry out further development to
ensure that consistent and predicable full scale performance can be
achieved. In addition a review of alternative operating philosophies
would seem worthwhile since this could lead to further reductions in
pump and reactor costs.

Summary of present position

(i) A stringent specification for cavitation inception has been
adopted in the UK to avoid the risk of erosion or the
generation of excessive noise which might interfere with
acoustic safety instrumentation.

(ii) Analytical methods for the design of pump impellers are being
developed and various two and three dimensional codes are
available some of which take account of viscosity. The most
promising are a two dimensional code which gives an exact
solution for the pressure field around the blade leading edge
and a three dimensional finite element code which can predict
cavitation inception at the design flow.

(iii) Hydraulic tests in water on models of the CDFR primary sodium
pump impeller have shown that the cavitation inception is very
sensitive to variations in blade profile and surface defects.
The tests also showed that the performance of the best blade
was close to the best that is theoretically possible. The
specification can therefore be met at the design point and also
for three out of four pump operation if blade-to-blade
variations can be limited by manufacturing the full scale
impeller to high precision and with a good surface finish."

(iv) The cavitation coefficient for inception varied with test speed
at flows away from the design flow. This is thought to be due
to laminar flow separation near the leading edge being
dependent on Reynold's number.

(v) Acoustic methods for the detection of cavitation have been
developed. They have been shown to have high sensitivity and
provide a method of testing pumps at all stages from model
impeller to full size pump in water or sodium. Procedures
necessary to obtain good measurements have been identified.
There is generally good correlation between the acoustic and
visual methods of detecting cavitation though acoustic
instruments sometimes indicate cavitation inception at a higher
pressure than visual techniques. This has still to be
satisfactorily explained.

R1019-NPPU2)
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TABLE 1

PUMP DESIGN PARAMETERS

Volumetric flow (excludes bearing flow) 4.487 m /s

Primary circuit pressure drop 957 +_ 83.0 kN/m

Cover gas pressure 124 to 127 kN/m

Sodium temperature at start-up 200°C

Sodium temperature during reactor refuelling 200 to 250°C

Sodium temperature (on power) . 340 to 370°C
i

NPSH available 16.9 m

Design speed (100%) 450 rpm

Range of pump speed (infinitely variable) 20 to 100%

Emergency drive motor speed 10% full speed

Power input 5.6 MW

R1019-NPP(15)
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DESIGN OF PFBR SODIUM PUMPS AND THEIR CAVITATION PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

R.D.Kale and A.S.L.K.Rao

Reactor Research Centre, Kalpakkara, Tamilnadu 603 102, India

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) currently under design

in India is a 500 MWe sodium cooled reactor plant of pool design

(Fig.l). The reactor will have four heat transport loops in the

primary as well as the secondary. The total primary coolant flow is

expected to be 32000. cubic metres/hr and the total pressure drop in

the circuit within 80 mlc. Primary sodium will be circulated by four

pumps immersed in the cold sodium pool (400°C) and supported from the

roof structure. This paper discusses the design of the primary sodium

pumps with particular reference to cavitation performance

requirements. An outline of the experimental programme for the

hydraulic development is also given.

2.0 DESCRIPTION AND DESIGN OBJECTIVES OF PRIMARY PUMPS

The pump concept selected is a vertical, single stage, bottom

suction centrifugal free liquid surface pump with a bottom sodium

lubricated hydrostatic bearing and top antifriction thrust bearings.

The shaft sealing is achieved by means of a double mechanical seal

which isolates radioactive cover gas and sodium vapour from reactor

building air. The pump is driven by an electric motor connected

through a flexible coupling and the motor speed can be varied smoothly
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over a wide range. The principal material of construction of the pump

is type 304 stainless steel. The enclosed figure shows the proposed

pump arrangement in the primary circuit.

The following are the main characteristics of the primary pumps:

Design capacity

Design head

Speed

Power

NPSH available

Design temperature

8050 cubic metres/hr

80 mlc

700 rpm (maximum)

2000 KW (approx.)

13.5 mlc

400° C

2.1 Design objectives:

The following are the main objectives of the pump hydraulic

design:

1) The design should permit safe operation of the pumps with low NPSH

available in the primary circuit (See (3) below)

2) The pump design should yield a high overall efficiency, above 75%

3) The overall size of the hydraulics i.e. the maximum diameter of the

diffuser casing, should not exceed 2000 mm

4) The head capacity curve should be stable to permit parallel

operation of the pumps

5) The mechanical design of the pump should provide high reliability

in service

3.0 CAVITATION CRITERIA

The need to design the pump to operate smoothly at a low net

positive suction head (NPSHA) arises because of low cover gas pressure

(preferred from consideration of sealing) and limited submergence in
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the pool sodium (to have a shorter shaft-higher critical speed). The

operation of the primary pump must be free from cavitation in order to

(a) ensure prolonged service life (25-30 years) of the hydraulic parts

by limiting cavitation-erosion damage and (b) limit the noise emitted

by the equipment facilitating acoustic detection of sodium boiling

inside the reactor core. It is found that the margin adopted over the

required NPSH by different sodium pump designers are quite different

varying from about 30 to 100% i.e. NPSHA/NPSHR = 1.3 to 2.0

Where NPSHA - available NPSH in the circuit and

NPSHR - refers to the value corresponding to 3% drop in pump

performance.

However, recent information indicates that the cavitation damage

can take place (and more particularly in sodium compared to that found

in water tests) even at an NPSH value for which there is no

degradation of the hydraulic performance. Further it is now known

that noise emission from the pump can take place at NPSH values which

are considerably higher than that (NPSHR) corresponding to drop in

hydraulic performance. With this backgrounbd, we have presently

specified a cavitation criterion which requires that there shall be NO

indication of visible cavitation during water test at the operating

NPSHA. This obje ctive will have to be attained through model and

prototype testing in water.

4.0 HYDRAULIC DESIGN FEATURES TO SATISFY CAVITATION CRITERION

4.1 A bottom suction impeller is choosen wherein sodium enters

straight into the eye of the impeller without turning and hence the

hydraulic losses are minimised. Also, the submergence .available at

the impeller eye is more. The concept thus gives higher available
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NPSH. Further, as the shaft is not passed upto the eye, the eye area

is large reducing NPSH required.

4.2 The speed of the pump was selected to give an operating suction

specific speed (SNA) equal to 155 in metric units

SNA =

SNA = 155; Q = 8050 cubic metres/hr; QL=165 cubicmetres/hr

NPSHA= 14 mlc gives N=700 rpm

4.3 A parametric study was carried out to find the optimum values of

design parameters viz.

a) Covergas pressure,Po (b)impeller degree of prerotation at inlet Rl

(c) number of impeller vanes,Z and (d) the impeller inlet vane angle,

Bl that give good NPSH margin (NPSHA/NPSHR) without sacrificing much

on sizing and efficiency.

a) Covergas pressure:(Po) An increase in the covergas pressure allows

the pump to be designed at higher speeds for the same NPSH

margin and results in reduced sizing and improved efficiency of

the hydraulic parts (or a higher NPSH margin for the same speed).

It is difficut to maintain higher pressures without complicating

the design of seals in the reactor closure. The reference pump

design was carried out with a covergas pressure of 50 millibars

(gauge) keeping the option open for higher pressures.

b) Degree of Prerotation Rl; is defined as the ratio of shockless

capacity to the rated capacity and is given by ^\ X U>

Where Ul = Peripheral velocity of impeller at inlet

Bl = Impeller vane inlet angle

VR1= Radial component of absolute velocity of fluid at

impeller inlet
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From the parametric study, it was observed that a higher

degree of prerotation (1.4 to 1.8) yields low NPSH requiremens,

but at the expense of both increase in size and reduction in

efficiency.

c) Vane inlet angle Bl: Smaller vane angles were found to give

better cavitation margin with minimum loss in sizing and

efficiency. For PFBR pumps, Bl = 15° is thus chosen.

d) Number of vanes Z; Fewer vanes were found to be useful in

reducing NPSHR but resulted in increase in pump sizing because

of poor guidance and low vane effectiveness. Reduction in

efficiency was however not significant.

The hydraulic design presently being pursued has the following

characteristics.

N = Rated speed = 700 rpm

Po = Covergas pressure = 50 millibars (gauge)

Rl = Degree of prerotation =1.4

Bl = Vane inlet angle = 15°

Z = Number of vanes = 6

NPSH Available =13.5 mlc

NPSHA/NPSHR =1.3

Max. size of the hydraulics = 1775 mm

Overall efficiency = 74%

5.0 OUTLINE OF EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME FOR HYDRAULIC DEVELOPMENT

To attain the various objectives of the pump hydraulic design an

experimental programme is planned to cover the following:

1) Hydraulic studies on small model impellers to arrive at the design

objectives globally.
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2) Hydraulic studies using 1/2 scale model of the impeller and

casings with due regard to intake conditions in order to precise the

design w.r.t. cavitation requirements.

3) Full scale testing of the pump in water

It is planned to use both visual as well as acoustic methods to

detect onset of cavitation during the various phases of hydraulic

studies. This will enable us to correlate the results from acoustic

measurements and visual tests so that acoustic means, the only means

that can be deployed during pump operation in sodium can be later used

to determine the state of impeller performance either during sodium

tests (commissioning stage) or during reactor operation.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has attempted to provide the Indian position on the

status of sodium pump design with particular reference to cavitation

performance.

A more rational basis for cavitation criterion is necessary and

this will be possible only after further progress is achieved in

understanding effects of cavitation damage when operating with a small

degree of cavitation.
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STUDY ON CAVITATION IN CENTRIFUGAL SODIUM PUMPS FOR FBTR AND PFBR

A.S.L.K.RAO, R.PRABHAKAR, V.PRAKASH and S.R.PARANJPE

Reactor Research Centre, Kalpakkam 603102, Tamil Nadu, India

NOTATION

FBTR : Fast breeder test reactor

PFBR : Prototype fast breeder reactor

BEP : Best efficiency point

NPSH : Net positive suction head

NPSHA : Net positive suction head available mlc

NPSHC : Required NPSH for 3% drop in head criterion mlc

NPSHV : Required NPSH for visual cavitation criterion mlc

VI : Absolute velocity of fluid at impeller inlet m/s

K : Dynamic depression coefficient to evaluate NPSHC

Wl : Relative velocity of fluid at impeller inlet m/s

g : Acceleration due to gravity m/s/s

mlc : Metres of liquid column

x : Percentage of best efficiency flow at a given pump speed

Q : Operating flow of the pump cubic metres/hr

QD : Maximum rated capacity of the pump cubic metres/hr

N : Operating speed of the pump rpm

ND : Maximum rated pump speed rpm

QR : Suction Recirculatory flow cubic metres/hr

Dl : Impeller inlet diameter metres

DH : impeller hub diameter metres
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QL : Leakage flow cubic metres/hr

Bl : Impeller vane inlet angle

VR1 : Radial component of absolute velocity of fluid at the inlet of

impeller for recirculatory flow m/s

Ul : Peripheral velocity of impeller at inlet m/s

SNR : Suction specific speed ( rpm, cubic metres/s, m )

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) which is expected to become

critical shortly is a loop type reactor of 40 MW thermal capacity and

has two primary and two secondary centrifugal pumps for heat removal

(Fig.l). During the initial periods of reactor operation, the steam

generator is bypassed and the secondary sodium pumps are required to

operate at flows less than that at best efficiency point.

This paper deals with the cavitation problems associated with

operation at partial flows, theoretical estimations and experimental

cavitation measurements carried out on FBTR secondary sodium pumps.

These investigations revealed that operation of FBTR pumps at this off-

design condition is free from cavitation damage.

Cavitation experiments on a model pump for the development of

large sodium pumps for a 500 MWe Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR)

are described in this paper.

2.0 OPERATION OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS AT OFF-DESIGN CONDITIONS

At any given speed, the performance of a centrifugal pump is at

its optimum at only one capacity i.e. the capacity at which the

efficiency curve reaches its maximum. At all other capacities, the
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geometric configuration of the impeller and casing no longer provides

an ideal flow pattern. Off-design conditions are thus any conditions

wherein a pump is required to deliver flows either in excess or below

the capacity at the best efficiency(l).

Operation of centrifugal pumps at these off-design conditions can

cause erosion damage to impellers due to incipient cavitation. Further

operation at low flows can cause erosion damage due to recirculatory

flows.

2.1 Cavitation regimes;

At a given speed and flow, as the available net positive suction

head (NPSHA) is decreased from a high value where there is no

cavitation, the following cavitation regimes are observed(2)(Fig.2a).

Acoustic inception : Noise level increases with no erosion damage.

Visual inception : Further increase in acoustic noise; vapour

cavities can be visually observed; can

result in damage for operation over long period.

Performance deterioration : Intense cavitation; loss of pump head;

may result in damage in a short time.

The net positive suction head corresponding to incipient

cavitation (acoustic/visual criteria) is reported (2) to be more at

off-design conditions than at best efficiency flow (Fig.2b). Hence

when a centrifugal pump is designed for cavitation free performance at

best efficiency point taking into account the available NPSH, such a

performance is not ensured at off-design flows.

2.2 Recirculatory flows:

At certain flows below that at best efficiency, all centrifugal
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pumps are subjected to internal recirculation at both suction and

discharge of the impeller. This can cause hydraulic surging and

damage to the impeller metal similar to that caused by classical

cavitation, but in a different area of the impeller. The classical

cavitation occurs on the visible side of impeller vanes i.e. at rear

or trailing side of the impeller vanes (Fig.2c). But suction recircu-

lation results in cavitation type damage on the hidden side of vanes

(Fig.3a). The flow at which recirculation occurs depends very much on

the design of impeller. An impeller designed for high suction

specific speeds i.e. low NPSH requirements at best efficiency flow

will have recirculatory flows at even slightly off-design

operation(l).

Such a damage at reduced flows was earlier reported in a 0.45

cubic metres/s. pump in U.K.(4). Our experience with a small

centrifugal sodium pump rated at 100 cubic metres/hr, 50 mlc and 2900

rpm used in a sodium loop at Reactor Engineering Laboratory of this

centre had also shown similar damage on the impeller after running the

pump at low flows. The pump was run at different flows to study the

behaviour of hydrostatic bearing and evolution of vibration levels at

low speeds and flows. Fig.(3b) shows the erosion damage on this

sodium pump impeller at the impeller outlet due to discharge

recirculation.

3.0 OPERATING CONDITIONS OF FBTR SODIUM PUMPS DURING PHASE-I

The pumps are of centrifugal, vertical, free surface type with

Francis type of impeller and a vaneless diffuser (Fig.4). The pumps
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Flow

Head

Speed

Primary

650

57

1390

are designed for a flow of 650 cubic raetres/hr at a head of 57 mlc at

1390 rpm. The rated conditions of primary and secondary pumps are as

below:

Secondary

380 Cubic metres/hr

36 mlc

1090 rpm

The variation in flow is achieved by changing the pump speed between

200 and 1390 rpm.

During the initial periods of reactor operation, the steam

generator is bypassed with a 60 mm pipeline. The flow through this

pipeline is limited to 35 cubic metres/hr from flow induced vibration

considerations and the flow through a parallel reheater circuit is

limited to 100 cubic metres/hr from design considerations. The

secondary sodium pumps of FBTR are operated at 400 rpm and at the

maximum possible flow of 135 cubic metres/hr which corresponds to 70%

of best efficiency flow at this speed. Operation at higher speeds is

not envisaged since deviation from best efficiency flows is larger.

There was an uncertainity whether this off-design operation would

cause erosion damage due to either incipient cavitation or suction

recirculation.

4.0 THEORETICAL STUDIES

The required net positive suction head corresponding to 3% drop

in head (NPSHC) and visual cavitation criterion (NPSHV) were estimated

for FBTR pumps operating at 135 cubic metres/hr at 400 rpm from the

following equations and empirical guidelines.
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4.1 Calculation of NPSHC;

NPSHC = ( VlZ/2g)+(K.wf/2g) (5)

NPSHC = (1.4 vf/2g)+(0.5 wf/2g) (6)

For FBTR pumps at the operating conditions, VI = 1.65 m/s and Wl =

2.91 m/s. The value of K, the dynamic depression coefficient depends

on the impeller design and deviation of operating flow from best

efficiency flow. It is minimum &t best efficiency flow and increases

at off-design conditions. The maximum value of K=l is assumed for FBTR

pumps, as a conservative approach. The maximum value of NPSHC

calculated from the above two equations is taken and found to be 0.53

mlc. This value is much less than the available NPSH which is atleast

10 mlc for any operating conditions.

4.2 Calculation of NPSHV;

Grist (3) suggested that NPSH requirements for avoiding erosion

damage shall be 3 times NPSHC or 1.05 times NPSHV for pumps operating

at 80-110% of best efficiency flows. Higher factors are suggested for

operation at lower flows as shown below since the erosion damage is

severe at low flows.

Percentage flow 80-110 50-79 30-49

Factor on NPSHC 3 6 9

From these guidelines, we arrived at

NPSHV = (140-x)(NPSHC)/10

where x = Q.ND.100/(QD.N)

For FBTR pumps, substituting Q = 135 cubic metres/hr, QD =

650 cubic metres/hr, N = 400 rpm, ND = 1390 rpm,
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we get, NPSHV =3.6 tnlc which is much less than the available NPSH of 10

mlc. Hence it is concluded that the pump operation is free from

erosion damage due to cavitation.

4.3 Recirculatory flow:

The suction recirculatory flow for FBTR pumps is evaluated from

the following equation suggested by W.H. Fraser (7).

2 SL

QR = 148.D1.(D1 - DH ).N.(VR1/U1) - QL cubic metres/hr

For FBTR pumps Dl = 0.254 m, DH = 0.104 m, N = 400 rpm, Bl =

20.5°,Ql=36 cubic metres/hr and VR1/U1 = 0.16 for Bl = 20° (7).

Substituting these values in the above equation, we get the pump

discharge flow corresponding to the onset of suction recirculatory

flow as 93 cubic metres/hr.As the operating flow is more than the

recirculatory flow, it is concluded that the pump operation is free

from erosion damage due to recirculatory flows.

4.4 Safe operating zone of flows at different speeds of FBTR Pumps;

The above procedure was extended for estimating the values of

NPSHC, NPSHV, and recirculatory flows (QR) for different operating

conditions of flows and speeds of FBTR pumps.

From these calculations, a curve (Fig 5a) has been plotted in

dimensionless numbers along axes to show the variation of NPSHC with

flow at different speeds. Fig.5b shows the variation of NPSHV with

operating conditions. The figure also shows the onset of recirculatory

flows at any given speed. The values of NPSHV are not shown below

these recirculatory flows. The figure is divided into three zones. In

zone A, NPSHV is less than NPSHA. Zone B is arrived on the following
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basis. The pumps are normally designed to operate over some range of

flow. The rated conditions of FBTR secondary pumps are 380 cubic

metres/hr and 36 mlc at 1090 rpm, which correspond to 75% of best

efficiency flow at this speed. In the absence of any other guideline

available, it was assumed that atleast upto 75% of best efficiency

flow, operation at the maximum speed of 1390 rpm should be possible

for primary pumps. An abscissa is drawn passing through this point (

upper limit of zone B). Operation above this line (zone C) is

considered to be unsafe. Zones A and B are considered to be safe zones

of operation.

Safe and unsafe operating zones as obtained from figures 5a, 5b

and based on recirculatory flow estimates is shown in figure 5c. The

minimum operating speed is fixed to be 200 rpm from the considerations

of hydrostatic bearing design. From the figure it can be seen that the

minimum safe operating flow is dictated by recirculatory flows for

speeds up to 1200 rpm and governed by NPSHV criterion for operation at

higher speeds. The maximum flow at any speed is limited to 110 % of

best efficiency flows, as operartion at higher flows is not envisaged.

This will act as a guideline for operating personnel.

5.0 EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

It is known that during cavitation, acoustic noise is generated

due to formation and collapse of vapour bubbles and that this noise

contains high frequency components upto about 100KHz. Acoustic

measurement techniques are used to detect cavitation in a pump at its
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inception itself. Qualitative cavitation noise measurements were

carried out on the FBTR secondary pump during system commissioning.

There was no penetration available through which an acoustic

pressure transducer could be immersed in sodium within the pump and it

was also not possible to weld a wave guide to the pump shell at

impeller level. Hence for these measurements, a Piezoelectric

accelerometer having a resonant frequency of 115 KHz and a sensitivity

of 13 pc/g was mounted on the top flange of the removable assembly of

the pump. The accelerometer signal was amplified, filtered with a

high pass filter set at 5 KHz and then viewed on an oscilloscope. The

signal was also recorded on an analog instrumentation tape recorder.

Noise measurements were carried out at 400 RPM and at flows of

189 cubic metres/hr (Flow at BEP), 135 cubic metres/hr (Flow during

initial phase of reactor operation) and 35 cubic metres/hr. A flow of

189 cubic metres/hr could be established for a short time through a

parallel path by operating the appropriate valves in the automatic

dump system. Sodium temperature was 200°C and the argon cover gas

pressure in pump was 30 mbar gauge.

A reference signal from pump, under positively known non-

cavitating conditions, against which the signals obtained from present

measurements could be compared was not available. Hence for these

measurements, presence of impulsive type signal was considered to be

indicative of existence of cavitation. Signal strength (Mean Square

Value) was also estimated using a signal analyser, for noise signals

at different flows.
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Observation on oscilloscope indicated presence of impulsive

signal superimposed on a steady noise at all operating conditions.

Impulsive signals were slightly less at 189 cubic metres/hr when

compared to other flows. There was no change in signal between flows

of 135 and 35 cubic metres/hr.

Mean square value of the signals was estimated from the recorded

signal using a FFT analyser. Level at 189 cubic metres/hr was only

about 2.5 dB less when compared to values at other flows. There was

not much difference between 135 and 35 cubic metres/hr flows.

Conclusion drawn from these qualitative measurements is that the

noise pattern which suggested presence of cavitation did not change

much between operation at best efficiency point and at other flows.

6.0 CAVITATION CRITERIA FOR LARGE SODIUM PUMPS OF PFBR

Design of Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) which is a pool

type reactor of 500 MWe capacity has been initiated at this centre.

This uses four primary and four secondary sodium pumps rated at 8050

cubic metres/hr and at a head of 80 mlc. The available NPSH for

primary pumps in a pool type reactor depends upon cover gas pressure

and submergence of impeller beneath sodium. Both are limited - the

cover gas pressure from the considerations of seals and safety and the

submergence from critical speed considerations. Hence it is necessary

to design the primary pumps for high suction specific speeds, which

enable the pump to operate at high speeds and a reduction in size.

Also, it is intended to design these pumps with minimum cavitation
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noise so as not to interfere with boiling noise detection system. In

view of the above, it is planned to conduct model studies to

understand and improve the pump design.

6.1 Model pump studies:

A small centrifugal pump of capacity 50 cubic metres/hr at a head

of 22.5 mlc and a speed of 2900 rpm giving the specific speed nearly

same as that of the expected specific speed of PFBR pumps was

designed. The pump (Fig. 6a) is a vertical, free surface, single

stage, single suction centrifugal type driven by an induction motor.

The fabrication of the pump is completed and is to be tested shortly

in a water loop. Cavitation measurements for conventional 3% drop in

head criterion and acoustic noise criterion at various flows will be

carried out using this test rig (Fig. 6b). It is also planned to study

the effect of impeller inlet geometry with different number of vanes,

vane inlet angles, eye diameter etc on cavitation performance.

7.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Cavitation regimes, and problems associated with operation

at partial flows are discussed.

2. Theoretical and experimental studies revealed that the operation

of FBTR secondary sodium pumps at off-design condition, because of

change in system characteristics during the initial periods of reactor

operation, is free from erosion damage due to incipient cavitation or

suction recirculatory flows.
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3. The safe operating zone of flows at different speeds of FBTR

pumps is established from cavitation considerations.

4. Design objectives of large pumps and model studies planned are

described.
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Cavitation Tests for "JOYO" Primary and Secondary Main Circulating Pumps

M.KAMBE, M.KAMEI, PNC, Japan.

ABSTRACT

The paper outlines the development undertaken to determine the cavitation character-
istics of mechanical sodium pumps.
Test programmes on cavitation in sodium a/nd in water have been undertaken to predict

the condition of cavitation onset in sodium from measurements on water mock-up.
Test data show close concordance between the cavitation threshold values obtained
in water and those obtained in sodium.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, attempts to the reduction of FBR costs has become a matter

of major concern. In this point of view, pumps as well as other FBR system

components should be designed so as to contribute plant cost reduction.

A pump with a small diameter will have less weight and cost less and will require

less space. For the same reasons the length of the pump must be minimized.

The need to reduce the dimensions of the pump leads to the demand to reduce the

dimensions of the impeller. This can be achieved by increasing the speed of the

pump. For a given suction pressure the maximum speed is restricted by the cavi-

tation phenomenon in the impeller. Until now, sodium pump designs have included

excessive safety margins and restricted operating ranges. Thus the pump dimension

depends on how accurately the designer can deduce the incipient cavitation limits

of the impeller.

It is presently accepted that there is not much difference in the required NPSH

between in-sodium and in-water, but hardly any actual case of its confirmation is

available so far.

The paper summarizes the results of the in-sodium and in-water hydraulic testing

carried out on the full scale model of "JOYO" primary and secondary main circulating

pumps. Sodium-water similitude criteria to define incipient cavitation was con-

firmed.
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2. General Description of the Pump

The pump which was used for the present test had been made indentical to the

actual primary and secondary main circulation pump of FBR "JOYO" in size,

configuration, material, etc. The cross sectional diagram of the pump's const-

ructions are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively.

As FBR "JOYO" is a loop type, its circulation pump is of a piped suction type,

and its free surface level is controlled by overflow. Its impeller is of a single

suction type, and its diffuser is of a multi-vane type. Immediately above the

impeller, there is provided an in-sodium bearing of hydrostatic type, and the upper

section supports the radial load of the shaft by an oil lubricated ball bearing.

While the weight and the hydraulic thrust of the rotor is supported by a thrust

bearing on the upper part of the motor. The outer casing has a jacket and is pre-

heated by circulation of heated nitrogen gas.

Table 1 Pump Specifications

Model

| Suction

Piping Size: | Discharge

| Overflow

Rated Flow Rate:

Total Head:

Design Temp.:

Charge Gas:

Cover Gas Pressure:

Pump Speed:

Rated Output of Drive Motor:

Pump Speed Control:

Primary Pump Secondary Pump

Vertical, free surface, centrifugal type

450mm

300mm

200mm

300mm

300mm

125mm

21.0m3/min | 20.8m3/min

70mNa 35mNa

450°C

Ar gas

lOOmmAq

130-930rpm

330kW

Static Scherbius Method

100-200mmAq

340-975rpm

180kW

Secondary resistance

control

The Q-H characteristic curves of each pump are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
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3. Test Facilities

3.1 Test facilities for the primary pump

The in-sodium cavitation test was performed on the Sodium Pump Test Loop

which is composed of the following six systems so that a series of performance

and endurance tests of a large capacity sodium pump can be performed:

(1) A main circuit system.

(2) A sodium supplying system.

(3) A sodium charging system (or a pumf> overflow system)

(4) A cover gas system.

(5) A drain system.

(6) A nitrogen gas preheating system.

Fig. 5 represents the flowsheet of the loop.

The main circuit system is of a double tubular construction permitting to be

preheated with nitrogen gas flow in the annular gap between an inner tube of

12in. and an outer tube of 16in., simulating the main circuit of the primary

system of FBR "JOYO".

Also provided are the flowmeters, pressure gauges with NaK transducers (3 gauges

at the inlet and outlet of the pump), and 12in• and 6in. freeze seal type flow

regulating valves. An air-cooler is installed to control the temperature of the

pump test loop.

The sodium supply system is to transfer the purified sodium from the separately

installed purity control system to the heater by the feeding pump so that the

heated sodium is charged into the main circuit via the sodium charging system,

and to maintain the free surface of sodium at a given level during the loop's

operation by the overflow and supply lines connected to the auxiliary tank.

This sodium supply system is equipped with an electromagnetic flowmeter and

a heater (lOOkW) immersed in an overflow tank.

The sodium charging system (the pump overflow system) is to charge sodium

from the heater into the main circuit by the sodium feeding pump, and to hold

the suction pressure of the pump at a given level during the loop's operation.
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The cover gas system has a role to prevent the free surface levels of the

heater and the pump from oxidation and to maintain the pressure at the shaft

enclosing section of the pump on the positive and thus to prevent air from

mixing into there. This cover gas system is composed of an shaft enclosing

argon gas feeding line, a respiratory gas line, and two vapor traps.

The drain system has the function to drain the entire sodium in the loop

into the auxiliary tank. The drain valves are electrically actuated so that

any emergency draining is possible.

The nitrogen gas preheating system has a capacity to preheat the pump and

the main circuit at a time.

In-water cavitaion test was carried out in the test loop of.manufactures

shop. Its overall design and operating characteristics is similar to the

Sodium Pump Test Loop.

3.2 Test facilities for the secondary pump

In-sodium cavitation test for the secondary pump was conducted on the

"JOYO" Endurance Test Loop (Fig. 6), basically a 12 inch closed loop equipped

with an overflow system, a flow control valve, an electromagnetic flowmeter,

and NaK transducer type pressure gauges.

The water test loop was identical with that used for primary pump.
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4. Experimental procedure

4.1 Test method

The following test procedure was selected for both primary and secondary

pumps:

1) For in-sodium testing;

- flowrate was set by regulating the flow control valve under the condition

of maximum pump speed.

- fluid temperature was stabilized throughout the loop at a given value.

- cavitation was induced by reducing the cover gas pressure gradually from

non-cavitating conditions until cavitation is detected.

2) For in-water testing;

- fluid temperature was stabilized throughout the loop at normal temperature

under the maximum pump speed.

- cavitation was induced by gradually closing the flow control valve equipped

with pump suction piping from non-cavitaing conditions until cavitation is

detected.

The test was conducted under the following conditions (Table 2):

Table 2 Test Conditions

In
 
so

di
um
 T
es
t

In
 w

at
er
 T
es
t

(1) Pump speed:

(2) Aperture of flow control valve:

(3) Cover gas pressure (variable):

(4) Sodium temperature:

(5) Sodium purity (plug temp.):

(1) Pump speed:

(2) Water temperature:

Primary Pump

930rpm

100, 47, 36, 23

and 13%

+0.0W-1. OKg/

cm2G

370°C, 250°C

150°C - 180°C

980rpm

Normal temp.

Secondary Pump

985rpm

100, 72, 56, 42 |

and 28% \

+0.W-1.0Kg/ |

cm2G |

340°C, 250°C

200°C and 120°C

967rpm

29°C j

1
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4.2 Detection of cavitation

Cavitaion was detected by measurement of the pump head (i.e. differential

pressure between the inlet and outlet of the pump under tested).

Pump head will decrease as the inception of cavitation. To define the incep-

tion of cavitation, 0% or 3% head drop-off criteria is adopted.

Also acoustic detection was adopted for the test of secondary pump.
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5. Results

5.1 Primary pump

Test results are shown in Fig. 6 in which Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH)

is plotted in respect to flow rate.

NPSH was defined as the value measured at the beginning of the pump head

decrease (i.e. 0% head drop-off)

NPSH is estimated from the inlet pressure gauge:

H s v = lO^.J^. +h22_ h"j,s+.^
2_ 1 0 4 . jj£. ...(5-1)

where,

Hsv: NPSH (m.Na)

?2: Inlet pressure (Kg/crrrabs.)

IT : Specific weight of sodium (Kg/m3)

hZ2*- Inlet pressure gauge elevation in respect to the suction port (m)

h" : Pressure loss (m.Na) from the inlet pressure gauge to the suction

port.

Vs: Flow velocity in the pump suction piping (m/s)

Pvp: Sodium vapor pressure ^

The pump head is obtained from the measurement of inlet and outlet pressure

gauges as follows:

/ Pi P? ii Vo V̂ 2 . o>
A-—±-=.—£ + ( h z , - h z o ) + hV 3 + h / s + -rf- - - T - C5 -^ J .H - io*. ; - Ch Z l-h Z 2) i i ^| ^

where,

H: Pump head (m.Na)

Pj: Inlet pressure (Kg/cnrabs)

hz\: Elevation of the outlet pressure gauge (m)

h z2: Elevation of the inlet pressure gauge (m)

h's: Pressure loss (m.Na) from the discharge port to the outlet pressure

gauge

V: Flow velocity in the discharge piping (m/s)
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Since in-sodium and in-water tests were carried out at the pump speed of 930

and 980 rpm respectively, extrapolation of the in-water test data into the same

pump speed as that of in-sodium test is made as follows:

(1) flow rate (delivery rate plus overflow rate) Q,

where,

Q: Flow rate (nvfymin) at the prescribed pump speed (930rpm)

Qt: Flow rate (nr/min) at the tested pump speed

N: Prescribed pump speed (930rpm)

N-̂ : Tested pump speed

(2) Head (total head and NPSH) H.

H - Ht(^L)
2 (6-2)

where,

H: Head (m) at the prescribed pump speed (930rpm)

Hf. Head (m) at the tested pump speed

It may be acceptable to deduce the in-sodium cavitation characteristics from

the in-water test data.

5.2 Secondary pump

Test results are shown plotted in Fig. 7

In-sodium and in-water test are conducted at the pump speed of 985 and 967 rpm

respectively. Extrapolation of in-water test data into 985 rpm was made.

It should be noticed that NPSH of in-sodium test is defined as 3% head drop-off,

while that of in-water test is defined as 0% head drop-off. Although quite

difference appears between them, the discrepancy about these results could be

reduced by adopting the unified NPSH definition.
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6. Conclusion

A cavitation test was performed in sodium on the prototype of "JOYO" primary
and secondary main circulating pumps and their results were compared with the
data of the in-water test which had been performed on the same prototype.

The limit NPSHs of both tests showed little difference with in the range of
data scattering. In general water at room temperature appeared to be a reasonable
medium for modelling cavitation onset for mechanical pumps in sodium.
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DESIGN OF SPX-2 SECONDARY PUMP

S. Valentini (Ansaldo) A. Chessa (Termomeccanica Italiana)

1. F o r e w o r d

All LMFBR secondary pumps in France and Italy (Phenix,

Superphenix, PEC) are centrifugal and much similar in design.

These pumps are installed inside tanks; suction is achieved by

guide blades conveying the sodium to the impeller. A bulb

shaped diffusor located at the impeller outlet will convey the

sodium axially at the outlet. •

In some cases, as for the Phenix and PEC pumps, the hydro-

static bearing is mounted on top of the impeller, while the

hydrostatic bearings of the Superphenix pumps are located

below the impeller, inside the diffusor. Fig.Ilshows a sketch

of these secondary pumps SPX-1.

The advantage of these pumps lies in the fact that their

design and general concept have been thoroughly tried out in

the operation of the above mentioned reactors as well as in

some experimental sodium circuits, but their considerable

dimensions and weight are a drawback from economic viewpoint.

For this reason studies were performed to improve design of

secondary pumps and to find more economic solutions.

2. Mixed flow secondary pumps

A preliminary evaluation was made to assess and compare the

differences in terms of weight and cost between a centrifugal

SPX-1 sized and a mixed-flow SPX-2 sized pump.

The results of this comparative study, together with the

hydraulic features of both pump types are reported in table

n°l.

The mixed-flow pump has a much lower weight and construction
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cost. A sketch of both pump types on the same scale is

illustrated in fig.II.

The reduced dimensions and weight thus achieved are partly

justified by the mixed-flow concept because of the more

limited dimensions of the impeller and diffuser as compared

with centrifugal pumps and partly by increasing the speed from

500 to 945 r.p.m.

It should however be observed that mixed flow pumps require

the availability of a higher NPSH than centrifugal pumps and

this depends on the secondary circuit of the reactor. In the

case of SPX-2, the available NPSH is sufficient.

As for the tank in which to install the secondary pumps, it

may either act as expansion tank, as in the case of SPX-1 and

this will then require larger dimensions, or simply for

housing the pump as in the case of SPX-2. In the latter case,

smaller dimensions will be sufficient.

In consideration of the advantages offered by a mixed-flow

secondary pump and of the fact that the "REGAIN" type

secondary circuit of SPX-2 permits to adopt this pump type,

NOVATOME in charge of the SPX-2 project, decided to use a

mixed—flow secondary pump and to make a feasibility study of

the component.

3. Organization of the SPX-2 Secondary Pump Project

ANSALDO coordinated the SPX-2 Secondary Pump Project efforts

of a Pool of Italian Firms, i.e. "FIAT TTG" for pump design,

"TERMOMECCANICA ITALIANA" for pump hydraulics and model

testing and "D'APPOLONIA" for pump stress calculation.

"JEUMONT SCHNEIDER" partook in the pump project as supervisor.

4. Secondary Pump Concept

The pump design is reported in fig.1.2. This pump is of the

mixed-flow, axial suction from below and radial discharge

type. The impeller has four vanes and the diffuser 8.

The hydrostatic bearing is mounted on the outside of the
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impeller and its feed is centripetal.

Pump is installed in a spherical housing; the feed nozzle at

the bottom of this housing is connected to the sodium pipe

coming from the steam generator and two discharge nozzles on

the housing axis connected to the pipes leading to the IHX.

The pump provides for a free sodium surface by means of an

overflow so that pump leakages are conveyed to an auxiliary

circuit.

Thermal protection is ensured at two levels; at the lower

level with thermal shields and at the upper with an insulating

(Vermiculite) filler. The upper portion of the pump is

consisting of the "boitier" containing the rotary argon seals

which are interchangeable with the primary pumps and the oil

lubricated bearings.

5. Hydraulic design of the pump and Model tests

First were designed impeller and diffuser and pump charac-

teristics were theoretical determined.

Then followed the construction of model of the pump and its

housing (scale 1 : 2.5) for an experimental verification of

the hydraulic performance of the pump(see table 2).

Pump model tests were performed on the water circuit of

"Termomeccanica Italiana" in La Spezia which is specifically

equipped for pump model testing.

The following tests were made:

pump characteristics in the 1st and 2nd quadrant

pump characteristics at zero speed

NPSH

- Power

- efficiency

axial thrust

the pump model during the tests is shown in fig.1.3.

Tests were also made with a suction pipe like the one used on

the SPX-2 secondary circuit to determine the NPSH required.
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This circuit has four series connected bends which can affect

NPSH required of the pump in question; it is important to

determine the length of the straight pipe between the last

bend and pump suction nozzle.

It was confirmed that a straight pipe having a length four

times the pipe diameter is sufficient to prevent prerotation

phenomena at the impeller inlet which might affect the NPSH.

Fig. 1.4 shows the model pump in test conditions with the

bendscurves on the suction piping.

The diffuser vane outlet was slightly modified during these

model tests to improve pump efficiency. The model pump had an

hydraulic efficiency of 83% and a total efficiency of 82.15%.

The characteristic curves obtained from the model pump and

transposed on the full scale are shown in fig.I.5.

6. Pump Stress Calculation

Thermomechanical stresses in the main pump parts were cal-

culated to ensure a allowable stress level in all operating

conditions of the reactor.

The ANSYS Code was used to calculate the temperature di-

stribution and to determine the stresses.

The following loads were considered for the housing, impeller

and diffusor.

Mechanical loads:

weights

- normal operating pressure

- sodium pipe actions (for the housing)

centrifugal forces (for the impeller)

imbalance of the rotating masses (for impeller and

diffusor)

- aerthquake effects.

Thermal loads deriving from the following transients:

sodium temperature rise due to shut-off of the steam-

generator feed water;

sodium temperature fall due to emergency scram without

stopping the feed water supply to the steam generator.
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These two transients were causing the heaviest stress on the

pumps as resulting from an analysis of all secondary circuit

operating conditions.

The fig.1.6 and 1.7 show mashes of some portions of the im-

peller and diffusor which required special attention.

Verifications were based on french RCC-MR Regulations with

respect to stress, strain, ratcheting, fatigue and creep.

The most stressed parts of the housing were the connection

between the spherical and the cylindrical portions;

while for the impeller and diffusor, the severest stresses

were acting on the internal connection of the vanes.

Verifications show that the stress values are within the

allowable limits. Verifications of creep and fatigue were also

satisfactory.

Only a limit number of points not meeting verification

requirements as to ratcheting and which will need a more

thorough study.

However, on the whole we can conclude that the main pump parts

are feasible in the calculated geometry.

7. Other Pump Calculations

Functional calculations of the following type were also

performed.

- dimensioning and calculation of the hydrostatic bearing;

- calculation of the first critical shaft speed.

The results of these calculations by Jeumont-Schneider show

that:

the hydrostatic bearing ensures good running of the pump

in all operating conditions and speeds;

- The first critical shaft speed is higher than the maximum

pump operating speed

8. Conclusions

The results of the studies, calculations and experimental

tests performed on the mixed-flow secondary pump permit to
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draw the following conclusions:

- the pump concept is rather simple; dimensions and weight

are reduced.

- Pump hydraulics studied at theoretical level and model

tested is such as to ensure the required performances

with satisfactory efficiency;

- The stress level in the pump are within allowable limits.

- Materials and technology to use for pump manufacture are

similar to those used for the construction of sodium

pumps for other reactors (SPX-1, PEC).

- The pump can be used as a secondary pump for SPX-2 or

other reactor types having similar operating features.



TABLE 1

SPX-1 SECONDARY PUMP SPX-2 SECONDARY PUMP

TYPE

CAPACITY

HEAD

SPEED

TEMPERATURE

PUMP TOTAL WEIGHT

PUMP MANUFACTURING

COST

EXPANSION TANK

WEIGHT

CENTRIFUGAL

3 ,
3,8 m /sec.

28,1 m.

500 RPM

345 C°

24500 Kg.

100

40500 Kg.

MIXED

4,5 m

28,9

FLOW

/sec.

m.

945^RPM

345 C

12500

0

Kg.

53



TABLE 2

SPX-2 SECONDARY PUMP

FULL SCALE PUMP

NOMINAL POINT

MODEL PUMP

CAPACITY 4.5 m /sec, 0.416 m /sec,

HEAD 28.9 ra. 10.8 m.

SPEAD 945 rpm. 1485 rpm,

NPSH required
17.9 m. 6.7 m.

IMPELLER OUTLET
DIAMETER

846 mm r 326 mm.

BOWL INTERNAL
DIAMETER

1950 mm, 753



SPX-1 SECONDARY PUMP
1 * "

SPX 2 SECONDARY PUMP

SCALE 175

oo

I

FIG. I 1
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FIG. I 2
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SPX-2 SECONDARY PUMP

PUMP MODEL DURING TESTS
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SPX-2 SECONDARY PUMP

PUMP MODEL WITH BENDS ON SUCTION PIPING
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SPX-2 SECONDARY PUMP

VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS IN SUCTION OF THE PUMP MODEL BY LASER
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FIG. I 6 - IMPELLER AND IMPELLER VANE MASH
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F I G . 1 7 - DIFFUSER VANE MASH
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INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP ON FAST REACTORS

SPECIALISTS MEETING ON CAVITATION CRITERIA

FOR DESIGNING MECHANISMS WORKING IN SODIUM:

APPLICATION TO PUMPS

INTERATOM GmbH, Bergisch Gladbach 1, FRG
October 28-30, 1985

CAVITATION EROSION IN A 400°C SODIUM FLOW

P. COURBIERE

CEA - IRDI - DEDR
DRNR/STRA/LTCS
CEN CADARACHE

BP 1
13108 SAINT PAUL LEZ DURANCE

FRANCE

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of cavitation erosion
tests conducted in the Cavitation Tunnel at the Cadarache
Nuclear Research Center. The CANASTA system was used for
acoustic monitoring of cavitation noise during the experi-
ments. Comparative results are also presented for sodium
and water tests.
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1 INTRODUCTION

At the present time, excessive safety margins on pump design

specifications and restricted operating ranges are considered necessary not

only because of the inadequate data available to characterize an incipient

cavitation criterion, but also because of the difficulties encountered in

attempting to discriminate between potentially erosive cavitation flow and

nondestructive cavitation flow conditions.

Water cavitation tunnel tests on soft materials such as lead or aluminum

have shown that at high Reynolds numbers, wastage cavitation occurs downstream

from the cylindrical obstacle. This is the form of cavitation erosion

encountered in hydraulic plants |7||8||9|.

Similar erosion tests have been conducted by the CEA/IRDI in the Sodium

Cavitation Tunnel at the Cadarache Nuclear Research Center. This research

program was motivated essentially by the importance of cavitation phenomena in

the development of sodium pumps for fast breeder reactors. It has provided

valuable data on the effects of various hydraulic and geometrical parameters

on cavitation erosion in sodium.

This paper is a comparative review of the sodium erosion tests carried

out by the DRNR/STRA at Cadarache. Cavitation erosion is also compared in

sodium and water, and the results of acoustic monitoring techniques are

presented for these erosion experiments.
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2 TEST EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION

2.1 Cavitation Tunnels

The Sodium Cavitation Tunnel is shown schematically in Figure 1 and

described in references |1||2||3|. It includes a loop with a pressure reducer

downstream from the test section, designed to create a variable pressure drop

with a maximum pressure of 4 bars in the downstream vessel. The sodium

temperature may be held constant at any value between 200°C and 500°C.

In addition to sodium testing, a water loop of identical size and design

was built in order to establish sodium-water similarity criteria for

comparative studies.

2.2 Entrained Gas Measurement

A vacuum degassing technique was developed to determine the entrained gas

content in the sodium. This procedure was derived from Van Slyke's extraction

method for measuring an overall gas quantity in water; reference was also made

to work by Veleckis and Dhar |4| and by Thormeier |5| on the solubility of

argon and helium in small volumes of static sodium. The test setup is shown

in Figure 2.

This measurement involves three steps:

(1) Preparing the loop by circulating sodium in tank 1 and isolating tank 2

under helium atmosphere to eliminate impurities.

(2) Transferring the sodium from tank 1 to tank 2.

(3) Extracting the argon after cooling the sodium to 200°C.

The gas is sampled in a small vessel for subsequent gas chromatography

analysis.
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2.3 Cavitation Detection Method

As mentioned in references |2| and |3|, cavitation detection in the Tunnel

is based on an acoustic technique. Optical methods are already very difficult

to implement in water, and impossible in sodium. As a result, work was

undertaken to develop piezoelectric acoustic sensors and detection equipment.

The CANASTA system is capable of quantifying a sound level on the basis of the

output signals from the piezoelectric sensors. The acoustic detection system

minimizes the effect of background noise and allows an optimum frequency band

to be selected.

3 TEST DESCRIPTION

The cavitation erosion tests conducted in the Sodium Cavitation Tunnel

were based on earlier work by SHALNEV (USSR) |7||8| and by VARGA & SEBESTYEN

(Hungary) |8||9| using water tunnels to produce cavitation erosion by placing

cylindrical obstacles in the flow stream. These tests showed that downstream

from a cylindrical obstacle at high Reynolds numbers the cavitation erosion

observed was of the same type as encountered in hydraulic facilities. It was

therefore decided to conduct similar tests in sodium.

Subsequent tests were carried out in which the obstacle was replaced by a

vane-shaped test piece, and then by a triple vane assembly to investigate

various forms of turbulent flow.

The test channel and the erosion specimens are shown in Figure 3.

The following procedure was used in the Cavitation Tunnel for both sodium

and water tests:

- The loop was first stabilized at selected temperature and pressure values.

- Cavitation was then induced by gradually increasing the fluid flowrate until

cavitation microbubbles began to form.
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4 TEST RESULTS

The tests were conducted under the following experimental conditions:

- Sodium temperature: 400°C, corresponding to the PHENIX and SUPER PHENIX 1

reactor pump operating temperature.

- Pressure (Pav) downstream from the test specimen: 1.2 to 6 bars.

- Sodium flow velocity (V) in restricted section: 33 m's"-*- at flowrates of

6 1-s"1.

Figure 4 plots the flow noise variation versus the Thoma number from

subcavitating conditions to supercavitating conditions:

P _ T
a = av v

where V: sodium flow velocity past the obstacle.

The flow noise as a function of the sodium velocity was monitored by the

CANASTA system, which revealed a characteristic point for incipient cavitation

and allowed the experimental conditions to be defined for the erosion tests.

Cavitation erosion tests were conducted in the configurations indicated

together with the principal results in the following table:
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TEST SPECIMEN(S) *av DURATION
(bar) (hours)

REMARKS

Al 316L steel cylinder 1.2

A2 316L steel cylinder 4.8

A3 316L steel cylinder 6.5

B 316L steel vane 6

C Three 316L steel vanes 5

1500 No erosion; trace of wake zone

1500 Superficial erosion; slight
pigmentation

560 Pitting erosion in a zone
2.5 cm long; max. pitting
depth: 0.9 mm (Figure 5)

1000 Erosion (Figure 6)

1000 0.8 mm deep (Figure 7)

4.1 Sodium-Water Similarity

A 560-hour water erosion test was conducted under the same experimental

conditions as sodium test A3 (Figure 8). On conclusion of the water test the

specimen showed signs of a wake that differed from those observed in sodium.

No cavitation pigmentation or loss of surface polish was observed.

These findings confirm previous conclusions by F.G. HAMMITT |10| and by

Y.S. CHA |11| on the similarities between cavitation erosion in water and

sodium: cavitation erosion damage is much greater in 400°C sodium than in

water in the same geometry and under the same pressure and flow velocity

conditions. One point was not previously reported, however: for equivalent

pressures and flowrates, the cavitation figures observed in sodium and water

show significant differences, attributable to the different Reynolds numbers.

y
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Fig. 8
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4.2 Cavitation Noise Analysis

The experiments were monitored acoustically in an attempt to discriminate

between erosive cavitation and nondestructive cavitation flows. The CANASTA

system was used for real time monitoring of the noise spectrum integral at

regular intervals throughout the experiments. This quantified noise spectrum

integral represents the flow noise intensity and therefore the sound energy

released by imploding cavitation bubbles.

Observation of the energy spectrum integral over a + 2 kHz bandwidth

centered on 40 kHz confirmed that for the 1500-hour experiments in which no

destructive erosion was detected on trfe test pieces, the cavitation noise

spectrum integral remained constant in time. Conversely, for experiments A3,

B and C in which significant erosion was observed, the noise level fluctuated

as indicated in Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12., These noise variations may be

attributed to rising and falling sound intensity levels that are certainly

related to the evolution of the cavitation erosion.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

As already mentioned, the cavitation erosion mechanism is far from fully

elucidated, especially in sodium. The work described here substantiates the

following conclusions that have not previously been reported:

- Pressure effects are as important as flow velocity in a cavitating flow

stream.

Erosion increases with the pressure over a certain range. In these

experiments, a 1.7-bar pressure increase in a nonerosive cavitating flow led

to very significant surface damage in 400°C sodium . Extreme caution will

thus be required in sodium lines with regard to any pressure rise at constant

flowrate in cavitating media.

- Acoustic detection methods are capable of discriminating between erosive and

nondestructive cavitation flows.

This result alone is enough to justify the current effort on sodium

cavitation erosion in order to develop an industrial scale application.

On the other hand, it is difficult to explain the experimental result

comparing cavitating water and sodium flows under the same pressure and

flowrate conditions. Before the physical parameters for the two fluids can be

correlated they must first be investigated separately to identify the

predominant factors determining cavitation erosion. Under these conditions,

long and complex research will be necessary before similarity criteria can be

proposed for cavitation erosion in water and sodium, and only qualitative

results can be expected initially.

On the basis of the findings obtained in sodium, the current CEA program

is now concentrated on three major areas:

- scale effects, for which no fundamental laws are available for either water

or sodium flows;

- parameter effects: pressure, temperature, and flow velocity;

- the effect of the entrained gas content in the sodium on cavitation erosion.
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Prediction of EMP Cavitation Threshold from other than Sodium Testing

M.KAMBE, M.KAMEI, PNC, Japan.

ABSTRACT

An experimental study has been performed to predict the cavitation threshold of
electromagnetic pumps from measurements on test models using water and alcohol.
Cavitation tests were carried out using water and alcohol test loop on subscale
ducts of transparent acrylic resin with reference to an actual pump (l.lm^/min).
These data were compared to those obtained from the in-sodium tests on the actual
pump.

The investigation revealed that the value of Thoma's dimensionless parameter : a
applied to the test model for water and alcohol is quite higher than that of
corresponding a on the actual pump. To minimize the incipient cavitation safety
margin, more accurate prediction must be required.

In view of this, the authors proposed the dimensionless parameter :oT= o /Tie
where ¥e denotes the Weber number. This parameter was confirmed to predict the
cavitation threshold of electromagnetic pumps with much accuracy than ever before.
It can also be adopted to predict cavitation threshold of other FBR components.
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1. Introduction

At the design stage of LMFBR sodium systems, it is preferable to use water loops
rather than sodium loops to investigate the cavitation threshold in the equipment.

Since electromagnetic pumps (EMP), however, cannot pump water, no any procedure
to predict the condition of cavitation onset in sodium from measurements on water
mockup, as conventional as for mechanical pumps, has been established so far. On
the other hand, in spite of extensive research works on the flow channels*^) other
than EMP, direct transfer of a cavitation value for flow channels of similar
configulation and different fluids varying in their physical and thermodynamic
properties, is not exactly determinate except for venturi tubes.3)

In view of this, the authors conducted the cavitation tests using water and alcohol
test loop on sublcale ducts with referecne to an FLIP (l.lnvfymin) in which pumping
pressure development is simulated. These data were compared to those obtained from
sodium testing on the actual pump. The investigation revealed that the value of
Thoma's parameter o , widely accepted as characterizing the onset of cavitation,
applied to the water and alcohol testing was quite higher than that of corresponding
a on the actual pump in sodium at the onset of cavitation.

The focus of this paper is to find the parameter defining the similarities in the
onset of EMP cavitation in sodium flow and other fluid flows.

2. Cavitation Test of Electromagnetic Pump

2.1 Pump characteristics

The electromagnetic pump of flat linear induction type for "JOYO" secondary
auxiliary circuit was tested.

Its nominal working conditions are as follows :
Flowrate l.lm-fymin
Total head 46mNa (340°C)
Operating temperature 340°C
Input voltage 340V
Power consumption 130KVA

Schematic of the pump duct is shown in Fig.l.
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2.2 Sodium cavitation loop

The test installation includes 12in-main circuit, heater, heat exchanger,

air cooler, sodium purification circuit and covergas system (Fig.2). The loop

is a closed circuit provided with free surface level to obtain equilibrium

condition for the gas content in sodium.

2.3 Experimental procedure

The experimental procedure chosen to determine the onset of cavitation is the

following :

- sodium temperature is stabilized throughout the loop at a given value ; 280

and 330°C.

- flowrate was set by adjusting both the input voltage of the pump (170 - 380V)

and the flow control valve on the downstream piping.

- the phenomenon of cavitation is produced by adjusting the covergas pressure.

From an operating condition without cavitation, the covergas pressure is

decreased progressively until cavitation is detected.

- the cavitation threshold is determined by noise detection through the duct wall

The frequency bands between approximately 300Hz and 300KHz should be recorded.

Also the inlet and outlet pressure gauge are monitored to detect the pumping

head decrease due to the onset of cavitation.

3. Cavitation Test of Subscale ducts on Water and on Alcohol

3.1 Subscale ducts

Two subscale ducts, 1/2.6 and 1/3.7 reduction, are provided to examine scaling

effect. The geometric similarity between models and prototype is given except

for downstream from the duct outlet (i.e. outlet reducer as well as outlet

piping). Such portion of the subscale ducts are designed to avoid cavitation

since no cavitation is expected to occur in the duct outlet of electromagnetic

pumps due to the fact that pumping pressure develops there.

Subscale ducts are made of transparent acrylic resin to observe cavitation

bubble formation. In addition, to deduce the cavitation damage on the duct wall,

pressure sensible sheet "Prescale" was attatched inside the duct to visualize

impulsive pressure distribution.
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3.2 Test installation

(1) Principles of the experiment

Fig.3 shows suggested pressure distribution along the electromagnetic pump

in which pumping pressure develops steeply in the duct. Since electromagnetic

pumps, however, cannot pump non-conducting fluid such as water, no any pro-

cedure to realize pumping pressure development in the duct on water test loop

has been achieved so far.

The authors succeeded in sumulating pumping pressure development by setting

the subscale duct vertically so that water flows downward (i.e. put duct inlet

above). Circulation of the testing fluid is done by mechanical pump equipped

on the loop. In this arrangement, static head gradually increases along the

flow direction due to mass of the fluid. So long as flow velocity in the duct

is restricted to certain limited value, resultant pressure distribution along

the duct on considering frictional head loss should gradually increase as fluid

flows downward (Fig.4-a). In this case, pressure distribution of the electro-

magnetic pump duct is simulated and incipient cavitation takes place at the

duct inlet. To the contrally, if the flow velocity exceeds certain limited

value, resultant pressure distribution should gradually decrease as fluid flows

downward because the frictional head loss dominates over increasing static head

(Fig.4-b). Thus incipient cavitation takes place at the duct outlet.

In the extreme case when increasing static head and frictional head loss

coincide (Fig.4-c), incipient cavitation may occur everywhere in the duct.

In our experiment, only data of incipient cavitation observed at the duct

inlet can be accepted.
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(2) General description of the water cavitation loop

A schematic of the test installation is shown in Fig.5. The hydrodynamic

loop includes the mechanical circulation pump, upstream vessel, test section,

flow control 1 valves and covergas system. The loop is a closed circuit

provided with free surface level on upstream of the test section to prevent

pump induced pressure variation in the loop and to obtain equilibrium conditions

for the gas dissolved in the test fluid. The loop also includes measuring

equipment such as flow meter, pressure gauges, fluid level and temperature

probes.

3.3 Experimental procedure

The following test procedure was selected to determine the onset of cavitation :

- To release the gas dissolved in the test fluid, covergas is exhausted with a

vacuum pump for about few minutes while circulating the test fluid slowly.

- fluid temperature is stabilized throughout the loop at a given value ; from 10°C

to 40°C.

- flowrate was set by adjusting both circulation pump speed and the flow control

valve on the downstream piping.

- the phenomenon of caviataion is produced by adjusting the covergas pressure.

From an normal condition without caviataion, the covergas pressure is decreased

progressively until cavitation is detected.

- the cavitation threshold is determined by observation of the bubble formation

at the duct inlet. In addition, the difference pressure between the inlet and

outlet of the subscale duct is recorded which will increase when the incipient

cavitation takes place in the duct.

3.4 Property of working fluid tested

It is widely accepted that the Thoma's parameter a characterizing the onset of

cavitation is independent of the fluid properties. In the research program,

attention was focused on confirmation of this hypothesis by adopting water and

ethyls alcohol as working fluid because the fluid properties are quite different

from one another. Surface tension, kinematic viscosity, saturation vapor pressure

and specific weight of the fluid tested are represented in Figs.6,7,8 and 9

respectively.
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4. Proposed Model of Cavitation and Dimensional Analysis

4.1 Preliminary test results

The onset of cavitation is conventionally characterized by the Thoma's

dimensionless parameter :

P - Psat

where P : time averaged static pressure at the duct inlet

Psat : saturation vapor pressure

p : fluid density

V : fluid velocity at the duct inlet

The result of sodium, water and alcohol testing are presented in Fig.10 where

a are plotted with respect to V. In the figure the a worths are quite scattered,

especially in water testing data. The a worth of water testing reflect the

influence of fluid temperature on the cavitation threshold : tends to increase

as the fluid temperature increases. In addition, an observation of the trans-

parent subscale duct of water and alcohol testing revealed that the incipient

cavitation bubble tends to smaller as fluid temperature increases.

Thus the authors conceived the assumption that this temperature dependent

behavior may be due to variations in surface tension of the fluid, which is left

out in Thoma's parameter.

4.2 Proposed model of cavitation

Based on the assumption mentioned above, the following model of cavitation is

proposed in which incipient cavitation is considered as cavitation bubble

detachment from the duct surface as shown in Fig.11.

The validity of the model is explained as follows :

In the flow channel of relatively smooth geometry such as venturi tube, the

incipient cavitation bubbles would grow not on the throat surface, but in the

stream since the minimum vapor pressure is found on the axis of the throat.

To the contrary, in case of the electromagnetic pump, the incipient cavitation

bubbles should grow on the duct surface. In this case much disturbance is made

near the duct surface because the geometry of the flow channel (i.e. duct inlet)

is so abrupt. (Even if the cavitation bubble would grow in the stream, less

influence is expected from the view point of cavitation damage.)
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This is the most likely case of cavitation inception in practical LMFBR
situations (e.g. entrance nozzle of the fuel assembly, flow-impedence orifice as
well as electromagnetic pump duct).

4.3 Dimensional analysis

As illustrated in Fig.11, the drag force, buoyancy force and surface tension
are exerted on the bubble. Among them, the drag force and surface tension are
dominant. The buoyancy force is negligibly small in practical turbulent flow.

The drag force is expressed as ;

where

A
P

V
V

p ( V + V )
D 2

drag force exerted on the bubble
drag coefficient
projected area of the bubble
fluid density
flow velocity averaged with respect to time (scalar)
fluctuating component of fluid velocity (vector)

(2)

V and V are correlated as

V
T (3)

where V is a scalar quantity of V , and T (constant) denotes the intensity of
turbulence characteristic to the flow channel.

Coincidence of V and flow direction yields instantaneous maximum drag force.
In this case Eq.(3) reduces to

V'= TV ••• (4)
Substituting above expression into Eq.(2) one gets

F D = C D A
P { ( 1 +T ) V }

(5)

Now the following parameters are nominated for dominant factors of bubble
detachment ;
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and

P : fluid density

V : flow velocity

l : characteristic length

P : pressure

S : surface tension of the fluid in comparison with gas.

Dimensional analysis to obtain the cavitation parameter based on the proposed

model is then conducted.

Introducing dimensionless parameters defined by

= pal V

/ 7 2 = p
az

1 rx P

1 r 2 S
(6)

Dimensions of p , V, l , P and S are represented in

Table 1 where L, M and T denote the dimension of length,

mass and time respectively, so that indices in Eq.(6) are

obtained on solving

Table 1 Dimension
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Moreover n l of Eq.(7) can be modified as Thoma's dimensionless parameter.

P - P
/ 7 . = l

sat

P V
(8)
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The cavitation parameter is generally expressed as

[Cavitation parameter] - fl 1
m n2

 n

where m and n denote arbitrary figures.

On physical consideration that cavitation initiate more easily as S decreases,

let m=n=l then

[Cavitation parameter] = n x • u2

p

1
2

P

= 0

—

9

V

T

P

V

D

sat

2

a
2 I

9

/s

S

V 2 I

(9)

where a T denotes dimensionless parameter proposed by authors named after

surface Tension.

The denominator in Eq.(9) appeared to be Weber number, so that

Weber number is a dimensionless parameter to characterize the ratio between

surface and dynamic lift force generated in the flow.

Characteristic length in Weber number is expressed as

v g ( i° - p v )

(v p > P v )

where PV : vapor density

g : gravitational acceleration

Substituting Eq.(ll) into Eq.(9), final expression for dimensionless parameter

yields

a S I9 g
/

(11)

o = = Y~ / = a= = Y / = a
W e P V V S V

( '.' r = p g )

where r : specific weight of the fluid
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5. Results

5.1 ffT - V relation

The results of tests are presented in Fig.12 where the dimensionless
parameter o T are plotted with respect to duct velocity. The data of sodium,
water and alcohol are in good agreement in the Figure.

In addition to the electromagnetic pump itself, a T was also adopted to the
cavitation test data of fuel subassembly entrance nozzle in sodium and water
(Fig. 13). Both data almost coincide each other. Hence the dimensionless
parameter ̂ T can define the similatiries in the onset of cavitation in sodium
flows and other fluid flows.

5.2 Scaling effect of the subscale duct

In-water test was conducted on two kinds of subscale ducts, 1/2.6 and 1/3.7
reduction. No scaling effect was perceived so long as these data are concerned.

5.3 Impulsive pressure distribution

Fully developed water cavitation bubbles in the inlet reducer of subscale
duct is shown in Fig.14. Also impulsive pressure due to cavitation was
measured during the test. Fig.15 represents a pressure sensible sheet
"Prescale" having exposed to fully developed water cavitation for a few minutes
on which impulsive pressure is visualized by dye intensity. In general, region
of the inlet reducer reveals comparatively high pressure. The maximum pressure
was found on the duct inlet, amount to 60kg/cm2. Further more the second peak
appears on the region 10cm downstream from the duct inlet beyond which impulsive
pressure decrease. It seems that cavitatioh bubbles that grow at the duct inlet
should travel almost 10cm, then violently collapse there. Judging from the flow
velocity in the duct, bubble life is of the order of O.Olsec.

It is concluded that cavitation damage is expected to occur in the inlet
reducer and in the vicinity of duct inlet.
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6. Conclusion .

1) For practical FBR components, the dimensioniess parameter a T proposed by
authors can define the similarities in the onset of cavitation.

2) No scaling effect was perceived so long as subscale ducts of 1/2.6 and 1/3.7
reduction are concerned.

3) In case of electromagnetic pumps, cavitation damage is expected to occur in
the inlet reducer and in the vicinity of duct inlet.
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Introduction

Within the process of pump design and optimization,

cavitation studies are of great importance. The cal-

culation of cavitation numbers or the experimental

determination of cavitation limits, such as the be-

ginning head loss or the increase of mechanical vi-

brations in the system, are used for the achievement

of trouble free pump operation.

Since the strong acoustic effects of cavitation are

well known, also noise measurements have proved as a

good means for controlling this hydrodynamic process

in a liquid system. The advantages of this method are

that it is very sensitive, so that the first inception

of cavitation can be detected, and further that the

measurement normally can be performed from the outside

of the system, without direct access to the fluid. On

the other hand, one has to take into account that in

most cases noise measurements do not indicate the

dangerousness of a cavitating process, for instance in

terms of erosion weight loss.

However, since acoustics yields a lot of useful infor-

mation, it is very often used for optimization purposes.

Especially the recent development of izery. sensitive sound-

transducers covering a wide frequency range favours sound

measurements to be used for investigating high frequency

cavitation effects. As an example the hydraulic improve-

ment of an EM-Pump by means of cavitation noise measure-

ments is discussed.
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2. Hydraulic optimization of an electromagnetic sodium pump

The pump under discussion is a tube-in-tube design, with

entrance and exit at the top (Fig. 1). This allows for

mounting easily the electrical part of the pump and for

quick and simple replacement in case of a failure. However,

this advantage of this pump type is linked to the disadvan-

tage of having a poor flow characteristic. The unavoidable

180°-deflection of the flow causes a considerable pressure

drop.

2.1 Experience with prototype pump

During the development phase of the EM-pump the problem

arose that the prototype pump did not reach the specified

operational data, although the system was very carefully

designed with regard to its mechanical and electrical per-

formance. At about half the specified flow rate very strong

sound effects occured combined with severe vibrations of

the whole arrangement, so that it was not possible to in-

crease the flow rate without endangering the system inte-

grity.

The process causing these effects was soon identified as

cavitation. When looking at the design (Fig. 1) one finds

two regions where a high prohability of cavitation is pre-

sent. That is the area directly behind the entrance tube

where the flow is turned by 90° and the 180° - flow deflec-

tion at the bottom of the tube-in-tube arrangement.

In the upper part (Fig. 2) the sharp edges at the transition

from the entrance tube to the pump annulus tend to detache-

ment of flow thus forming a flow constriction zone of highly

increased local velocity which - as is well known - leads

to decrease in pressure and possibly to cavitation.
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The geometric conditions of the flow reversal at the

bottom do not - at first sight - look unfavourable (Fig. 3).

However, the decreasing radius of the annulus at nearly

constant gap width over the first half of the deflection

leads to a rather high velocity in the beginning of the

turning flow. Then a strong deceleration is following

in the second half of the deflection where the flow

cross section broadens. This deceleration starting from

a high velocity level and taking place within the flow

turn nearly guarantees flow burbling and increases the

probability of cavitation.

2.2 Acoustic measurements at prototype pump

Acoustic measurements were taken from the pump by two

broadband sensors mounted at the top and the bottom of

the pump tube, respectively (Fig. 1). The acoustic sig-

nals were evaluated by forming the RMS-value and deriving

the power spectra. For further information time delay

measurements were performed between single pulses with

the aim of event localization.

The course of the RMS-value with time is shown for sensor

S 1 in Fig. 4 (unfortunately the corresponding signal from

sensor S 2 was not recorded). Up to about 50 m3/h flow ra-

te the pump is very quiet and no significant sound level

is indicated. But beyond that limit a steep increase of

the sound level (55 dB) occurs with increasing flow.

This behaviour is typical for beginning and growing cavi-

tation. That is also verified by the frequency spectra

(Fig. 5). When cavitation occurs the noise is intensified

over the whole frequency range. The fact that the increase

of the sound level starts at S 1 and reaches also its

highest amplitudes at this position, indicates that the

inception of cavitation is in the entrance region of the

annulus. Time delay measurements have confirmed this (Fig. 6)
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The high sound level at S 2 as well is mainly due to

the noise transmission along the structure, with the

distance being not more than 1,5 m. However, there

are indications from the time delay measurements that

at least for higher flow rates also the 180°-deflection

is cavitating, although the time delay analysis is diffi-

cult in the upper flow region, because of the high pulse

rate which impairs the resolution of single noise pulses.

2.3 Improvement of the pump tube arrangement

Starting from the basis described above the pump tube was

optimized with respect to its hydraulic behaviour. As is

shown in Fig. 7, the sharp edges at the annulus entrance

are replaced by a smoothly curved passage. Further the

entrance area has been broadened, so that burbling no

longer can accour.

Concerning the 180°-deflection, the unfavourable velocity

profil has been changed, too (Fig. 8). Before getting in-

to the curved area the flowing sodium is slowed down by

a diffuser. Then in the deflection itself the flow is stea-

dily accelerated, thus preventing burbling effects.

2.4 Verification measurements at improved pump tube

The improved design was tested with water. That means that

water set in motion by an external pump flows through the

pump tube. The main difference to the real situation is

that there is no pressure increase along the tube, but a

pressure drop in accordance with the friction losses.

Pressure difference measurements revealed a reduction in

pressure drop of about 40 % compared to the prototype ver-

sion. If it were only for this reason, the design optimi-

zation would have been justified.
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However, the acoustic control also evidenced a consi-

derable improvement of the cavitation situation. Fig. 9

indeed shows some sound increase beginning from about

70 m3/h, which is mainly seen by the sensor S 2. It is

limited to the lower frequencies not exceeding about

50 kHz (Fig. 10 and 11). Obviously it is generated near

to the sensor position S 2, that means probably within

the flow deflection. Because of its moderate intensity

its transmission to the second sensor is poor. These

characteristic properties are typical for gas bubble sound.

It can be generated by gas bubbles touching the duct wall.

Since the loop had a free gas surface the water was satura-

ted with gas and also entrained gas bubbles were present.

Cavitation, however, occurs not before reaching 110 to

120 m3/h. Clear evidence is given by the broadband charac-

teristic of the spectra, which is typical for such kind

of sound.

The RMS-course (Fig. 9) is further characterized by a step

like increase of sound level. The fact that in the flow

transition region the amplitude is oscillating between

the two levels indicates that there is an instability

effect which produces this behaviour. This can easily

be explained. When the flow turns round the inner boundary

of the 180°-deflection (see Fig. 8), at a critical velo-

city burbling occurs, and that at the same time along

the whole circumference of the annulus, since there is

the same flow condition at any circumferential position.

This means that cavitation is present or not present within

the entire cross-section.

This behaviour is in contrast to the cavitation process

in the entrance region of the prototype pump version,

where a rather steady increase of the sound level with
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rising flow was found (see Fig. 4) . Here cavitation starts - due to

the nonsymmetrical flow distribution and the geometrical

conditions - at a point just near the bottom end of the

entrance tube (see Fig. 2) . At the beginning a very-

small, but stable cavitation zone can develop. With rising

flow this zone enlarges along both the edge of the entrance

tube and the edge at the inner tube of the annulus. Thus

' a steadily ascending sound level is created up to a maxi-

mum.

/

Looking again at the improved tube version, one can derive

from the intensity levels of the RMS-course and of the

power spectra (Fig. 10 and 11) that the noise is originated

at the bottom 180°-deflection. That is confirmed also by

time delay measurements (Fig. 12). Obviously the sound

generation is so extremely high that it is transmitted

to the upper part of the pump tube with only moderate atte-

nuation.

As can be seen from figures 9 to 11 the tests were perfor-

med at an entrance pressure of about 1,8 bars (p £5 0,8 bars).

In order to check the influence of the pressure on the

inception of cavitation, a second test run was performed

at a higher pressure level ( P a ^ 1/8 bars = 2,8 bars ab-

solute pressure). As expected caviation starts at a higher

flow region of 130 to 140 m3/h without changing its general

characteristic (Fig. 13 to 15). It is worth to mention that

again a high gas bubble activity is present at much lower

flow values (from about 70 m3/h on). The signal of sensor

S 2 is covered by the gas bubble pulses which occur at a

low event rate.

2.5 Transfer of water testing results to sodium operation conditions

The test results show that the cavitation limit - expressed

in terms of flow rate - has been moved from about 50 m3/h

to more than twice that value, 110 m3/h. The first number
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has been gained by real sodium operation of the pump

producing a pressure build-up. The second one/ however,

results from pure flow experiments with water circulating

in a test loop, the pump tube being part of it. In this

case the pump played no active role.

As a result, two points have to be considered when pro-

ving the transferability of the test results from water

testing to sodium operation. First, the relevant physical

properties of the two fluids must be taken into account

and second, one must be &ware of the fact, that the test

results are directly transferable only for the suction

side of the pump. For the pressure side the pressure build-

up during operation has to be considered, too.

The relevant properties (density, viscosity and vapour

pressure) of water at 25° C and sodium at a mean tempera-

ture of 400° C are in the same order of magnitude, with

the exception of the vapour pressure, the difference of

which, however, does not influence very much the charac-

teristic numbers, e.g. the cavitation number. For realistic

operating conditions the flow characteristics, e.g. the

Reynolds number lies in a region where there is still a

very small dependence of the friction factors on the

flow.

This results in a similar pressure drop characteristic.

Further, the cavitation numbers - at least for the tem-

peratures under consideration - are nearly the same for

water and sodium.

Having this in mind and taking into account that at the

exit of the pump tube (exactly the region directly behind

the 180°-deflection), where the cavitation occured, the

local pressure under sodium operating conditions is higher

by the pressure build-up compared to the water tests

situation, one comes to the conclusion, that for sodium
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operation the cavitation limit should be higher than

the measured 120 m3/h. Since this value is beyond the

specified maximum flow rate of the pump, a cavitation

free operation under sodium can be expected.

3. Application of cavitation numbers to the pump optimization

problem

During the process of optimization of the pump tube among

other data the cavitation numbers were calculated in or-

der to get an idea of the probability of cavitation occur-

rence .

The general cavitation number (Thoma-number) is defined

as

d
I - v 2

2 VR

with O = cavitation number

p D = reference pressure in the flow

p v = vapour pressure of the fluid

P = density of the fluid

V_ = reference velocity
K

The reference values can easily be determined, if the narro-
west flow cross section within the region under considera-
tion is known. Then p and V are equal to the minimum pres-

to K.

sure and the maximum velocity, respectively. When the flow

approaches cavitating conditions the O value tends to zero.
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However, for realistic geometries this detailed know-

ledge of the flow behaviour normally is not available.

Therefore, one manages the problem with choosing refe-

rence parameters from undisturbed flow areas upstream

or downstream of the region to be investigated. Under

such conditions normally the reference pressure is higher

and the reference velocity is lower than the actual va-

lues in the cavitation zone. That means/ that the cavi-

tation numbers defined in this way, do not approach zero

when cavitation occurs, but have destinctly higher values.

Very often the are between zero and about three.

For the present case the calculations were performed for

both a reference point upstream (in the inlet tube before

the 90°-flow turn) and another downstream (in the outlet

tube behind the 180°-deflection) of the interesting areas

within the pump tube. However, only the pressure values

were taken from these points, as velocity parameter the

mean velocity in the annulus was taken. With these well

defined data the relevant cavitation factors can be writ-

ten as follows:

2

XTam

P2 • Pv
p 2
\ ' v

2 am

with O 1 o = cavitation number referred to reference

point 1 or 2

P - o = pressure at reference point 1 or 2

Py = vapour pressure of fluid

Q - fluid density

v
a m = reference velocity = mean velocity in annulus
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The results of the calculations are given in Fig. 16

to 18. It is obvious that because of the pressure build-

up for sodium operation of the prototype pump the O 2

values must be higher than the O . values. But it is a

little surprising that the relevant O . number has a

value of about 12/5 or higher in the flow range around

50 m3/h where cavitation occured. In Fig. 17 the criti-

cal velocity is shown as a function of the critical cavi-

tation number. The critical cavitation number, where

cavitation inception is to be expected, is assumed to

lie in the range 2 to 3. For this assumption one finds

a velocity raise of a factor 2 to 4 with the pressure

as parameter. That means that within the cavitation zone

(see Fig. 2) the local velocity must be higher by this

factor against the mean velocity in the annulus.

With respect to the water tests at the improved pump tube

the O „ values are of greater relevance than the O 1

data, because they correspond to the lower pressure p_

near to the cavitation zone. As is evident from Fig. 18,

D lies between 2 and 3 for the flow range around 120 m3/h

where cavitation started in the water tests. For comparison

the O values for sodium under the some hydraulic conditions

are shown, too. They do not differ much from the water values,

These results once again verify the well known experience

that cavitation numbers must be handled carefully in cases

where the flow conditions in a fluid system are very complex

and large local deviations from mean flow values can occur.

Further it is evident that rather simple geometrical changes

are sufficient to optimize the hydraulic behaviour of a

structure.
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Conclusions

- Acoustic measuring methods are a suitable tool for

cavitation investigations

- high sensitivity, quick performance, simple application

. detailed information, e.g. on inception and develop-

ment of cavitation processes

. correlation to geometrical boundary conditions and

flow effects, e.g. instabilities and transition regions

. distinction from other processes, e.g. gas bubbles,

mechanical noise

- Acoustic measurements can substantially contribute to

solve cavitation problems, e.g. search for and elimina-

tion of cavitation sources, optimization of structures

- Cavitation numbers must be handled very carefully in

case of complex flow conditions with unfavourable geo-

metric conditions and high local flow velocities

- Simple changes in geometry can cause large improvements

in the hydraulic performance of a system
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ABSTRACT

This paper first presents the results of water tests
of the SUPER PHENIX primary pumps and the one-fourth scale
mockup. An acoustic technique for detecting cavitation is
discussed together with the results of reduced scale tests,
and an acoustic cavitation criterion is specified. The
initial sodium test results for the SUPER PHENIX pumps are
then presented.
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S Y M B O L S

This list contains the principal symbols used in this document.

A
D

H

I

N

NPSH

P

^av
Q

T

V

P i

a

A,a

i

m

Acoustic criterion

Diameter

Static head (m H2O)

Noise intensity (sound level)

Pump rotation speed

Net positive suction head

Pressure

Downstream pressure

Flow rate

Vapor pressure

Flow velocity

Density

Thoma number

Subscripts

Acoustic criterion

Incipient cavitation

Pumc mockuo value
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1 INTRODUCTION

Fast breeder reactors require high sodium flowrates, and are therefore

designed with sodium circuits and pumps in which cavitation is liable to occur.

It is important to avoid cavitating conditions for two major reasons:

(a) the resulting cavitation noise; (b) the erosive action that may accompany

cavitation, and which can lead to unacceptable deteriorations in the long-term

mechanical strength and performance of the pumps.

In an effort to prevent cavitation without excessively conservative

design ratings or restricted operating ranges, a research program was

undertaken by the CEA to determine the parameters characterizing cavitation

inception in sodium, and to define an optimum operating criterion for the pump

in sodium.

This paper presents the test results for cavitation inception, and

explains the CEA's approach to refining the dimensions of fast breeder reactor

pumps.
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2 DETECTION METHOD

Detecting cavitation by optical means is already difficult in water under

certain conditions, and is not feasible at the present time in sodium flows at

temperatures ranging from 250°C to 500°C. An acoustic method has therefore

been developed for the purpose of discriminating between cavitation noise and

the background due to the sodium flow.

It soon became evident that it was difficult if not impossible to detect

the first bubble implosions aurally, especially in an industrial facility with

a high background noise level. Frequency analysis work led to the development

of an acoustic system that has already been described elsewhere |1| |2| |3| and

shown schematically in Figure 1.

Two types of piezoelectric sensors are used. One is a wall-mounted

barium titanate sensor capable of detecting frequencies up to 100 kHz. The

second is a submerged lithium niobate sensor operational at frequencies up to

1 MHz.

An instrumentation system was also developed to quantify the cavitation

noise level in the signals received from the piezoelectric sensors. This

acoustic monitoring system minimizes background noise and can be used either

in selected optimum frequency bands or with a high-pass filter.

Two types of experiments have been conducted using this equipment: pump

test loop experiments and cavitation tunnel experiments in sodium and water.
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3 WATER TESTING OF SUPER PHENIX PUMPS

It has already been observed |1||2||3| that the acoustic method makes it

possible to monitor changes in the flow noise in response to variations in

pump characteristics, i.e. the NPSH and consequently the Thoma number:

(NPSH)

H

It was thus observed during pump tests that the flow noise initially

increases slightly or remains constant as the NPSH decreases until a sudden

noise variation occurs, characterizing the incipient cavitation threshold.

During the next phase, the flow noise increases as the NPSH decreases,

often peaking at a value corresponding to a 1% performance dropoff.

In the third phase, the noise diminishes as the performance

characteristics drop. After reaching a minimum, the noise then increases

again if the NPSH can be still further reduced.

3.1 Test Description

Two water test loops |2||3||4| were used to compare pump mockup test

results with the results obtained on the actual full-scale sodium pump.

The Jeumont-Schneider facility at Jeumont, France, was used to test a

1:4 scale SUPER PHENIX pump mockup (Figure 2).

The SUPER PHENIX test loop, specially designed and built by Electricite

de France (EDF) at Gennevilliers, was used to water-test the SUPER PHENIX

primary sodium pumps at various rotation speeds including those corresponding

to rated and maximum reactor power (Figure 3).
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3.2 Test Results

The purpose of the mockup and pump tests was to define an acoustic

criterion for operation at a required Net Positive Suction Head beyond which

potentially erosive cavitation is liable to appear.

Pump mockup operating conditions were compared with the results obtained

for the three primary pumps tested at Gennevilliers in order to verify whether

a similarity relation exists for cavitation inception.

The following table indicates the test parameters for the mockup and

full-scale pump experiments. /

1:4 scale mockup

SUPER PHENIX 1
primary pumps

FLOWRATE
(»3.8-l>

0.3-0.5

4.8-5.8

PUMP SPEED
(rpm)

1600

445

WATER
TEMPERATURE

22-55°C

35-55°C

Figures 4 and 5 show typical relative noise intensity variations at

specified flowrate, water temperature and rotation speed values for the pump

and the reduced-scale mockup.

The acoustic criterion adopted is the Thoma number

(NPSH).
"A =

H

corresponding to the first change of slope in the noise curve beyond which

cavitation becomes certain. This was achieved by varying the suction pressure;

the evolution of the flow noise intensity I was then determined with respect to

a reference noise level I o and the the I/Io ratio was plotted versus a for

various pump flowrates.
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The similarity between the mockup and full-scale pumps was analyzed on

the basis of the following equations:

Q - Qm IL (£_

The NPSH values vary according to the head and are proportional to the

inlet diameter.

Figure 6 compares the mockup test results, transposed to full-scale

conditions, with the results obtained for the actual SUPER PHENIX 1 pumps

during water testing. A comparison between the NPSH versus flowrate curves

shows that the mockup test values are slightly conservative when transposed

to 1:1 scale.
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4 SODIUM TESTING OF SUPER PHENIX PUMPS

The water test results on the primary pumps and the mockup gave further

impetus to sodium testing of a primary pump and a secondary pump for the SUPER

PHENIX 1 plant at Creys-Malville.

The acoustic techniques used to monitor the flow noise were similar to

those described for water testing. Two types of piezoelectric sensors were

used: a submerged TUSHT sensor* capable of withstanding temperatures up to

500°C, and two "BLANC" sensors** wall-mounted on waveguides.

It was impossible to locate an acoustic sensor on the pump walls; only a

single sensor was placed at the impeller inlet (Figure 7). This was the first

time that a TUSHT piezoelectric sensor had been used under these conditions,

immersed in the sodium together with an 18-meter signal lead.

The same detection system with a TUSHT sensor was mounted on a secondary

sodium pump (Figure 8) with waveguides supporting two wall-mounted sensors

manufactured by the STRA/LTCS |5|.

The test objective was to verify the serviceability of the primary and

secondary pumps up to their nominal operating speeds. The results confirmed

that no cavitation occurred at up to 110% of the nominal speeds.

Figure 9 (primary pump) and Figures 10 to 12 (secondary pump) show the

noise spectrum analysis recordings at the nominal speeds in 400cC sodium.

* TUSHT: French acronym for High-Temperature Ultrasonic Transducer,
manufactured by the CEA/SAPTA/GRENOBLE, based on recommendations by
DUCRET and LHUILLIER (CEA/DRNR) - CEA License.

** Manufactured by the CEA/DRNR/LTCS/CADARACHE.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

Sodium tunnel testing provided information on several factors involved in

cavitation inception, including the following:

- the flow geometry, which determines the type of cavitation (profile, mixing,

wingtip, etc.);

- the Thoma number a;

- the fluid nucleation state;

- the Reynolds number in certain cases.

Comparing the results obtained with the SUPER PHENIX 1 mockup transposed

to full scale and the results for the SUPER PHENIX 1 primary sodium pumps

suggests that an acoustic criterion A could be developed to determine (NPSH)^

as a function of Q for pump design purposes. This acoustic criterion A would

indicate the permissible operating limit for the pump beyond which a

potentially erosive cavitation hazard exists.

The results presented here substantiated the decision to build a sodium

pump mockup loop. The next step will involve mockup sodium-water similarity

testing.

The SUPER PHENIX sodium pumps were tested under difficult conditions.

This was the first time that an acoustic monitoring experiment was conducted

at high temperatures at industrial scale.

No cavitation phenomena were observed with the primary and secondary

pumps operating at 100% and at 110% of their nominal speeds.

Finally, these experiments confirmed the reliability of the TUSHT

acoustic sensor (CEA license) used to obtain the measurement data. This is

the first time that the TUSHT sensor has been used under such severe

conditions: immersed in sodium for over one year at temperatures ranging from

180°C to 400°C, this type of sensor has proved to be a dependable acoustic

detection source.
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Design Consideration of NPSH Margin for Primary and Secondary Pump of a FBR Plant
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ABSTRACT

The paper explains a design philosophy for cavitation of primary and secondary

pumps for a FBR plant. A NPSH margin for pumps are determined, keeping suitable

suction specific speed which prevents substantial cavitation problems.

The required NPSH which is defined as 3% head drop point is confirmed by water

tests of full mock-up and sub-scale models.

On the other hand expected NPSH margin under operation will be much higher

considering the margin of system design, so potential cavitation ploblems are

considered to be more diminished.
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1.INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the design description and the NPSH margin of the

primary and secondary pumps for a 280 MWe FBR plant of Japan.
This plant has a loop-type heat transport system composed of three

primary sodium loops and three secondary sodium loops. Fig.1 shows the
flow diagram of the primary and secondary loops. The primary and secondary
pumps are located on cold leg of each loop. They circulate the sodium in
the loops to transport the heat produced in the reactor to IHX and to SGs.

They are furthermore used for decay heat removal operation by ACS
(Auxiliary Cooling System).

The av.NPSH of the primary pump corresponds to the value after
subtracting the pressure drop and sodium head difference between the free
surface of the reactor and the pump impeller from the covergas pressure of
the reactor. The av.NPSH of the secondory pump corresponds to the value
after subtracting the pressure drop and sodium head difference between the
free surface of the evaporator and the pump impeller from the covergas
pressure of the evaporator.

Considering the preceding system design requirements* the primary and
the secondary pumps were designed aiming at compact and high reliable pumps.

2. DESIGN DESCRIPTION OF PUMPS
2.1 PRIMARY PUMPS

The primary pump is of single-stage, single-suction, centrifugal,
vertically arranged. with free sodium surface. This pump was designed
under the same design concept as the primary pump for the experimental
FBR "JQYO" and a full size mock-up of this pump was manufactured and tested
In sodium. The diameter of the outercasing is about 1.8 m. the length of
that is about 10 m> and the main materials of the pumps are wrought and cast
304 stainless steel. Fig.2 shows the vertical section of the pump, and
Table 1 shows the design parameters of the pump. This pump is composed of
inner assembly and outercasing. Inner assenbly is composed of impeller,
diffuser. shaft, bearings, shaft seal mechanism, heat reflector. 7ray
shielding plug and etc.. and can pull out of the outer casing which is
connected to the primary piping in case of maintenance. Sodium level in
the pump is kept by the overflow nozzle which is located on the side of the
outher casing. Sodium free surface is covered by argon gas.and shaft is
sealed between the argon gas and air by a mechanical seal.
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A main motor is set on the pump connected with a shaft coupling. Pump
ftou control is made by main motor speed uhich is continuously controllable
by a MFG set between about 20% and 100% of rated revolution.

And this pump can be operated slowly about 10% of nominal speed by pony
motor uhich is drived by emergency power for keeping core flow at decay heat
removal operation.

Besides the charactics of this pump is confirmed by the test of full
scale model pump, and Fig.3 shows the performance curve expected by a result
of the test.

2.2 SECONDARY PUMPS
Secondary pump is of single-stage* single-suction* centrifugal,

vertically arranged, with free sodium surface as the primary pump. And
the basic concept is the same of the pump for the 50 HW SG test facility.
Refer ing to the size of this pump, the diameter of the outercasing is about
1.1 m» the length is about 5.3m, it is shorter than the primary pump. The
main materials of the pumps are wrought and cast 304 stainless steel same as
the primary pump. Inner assembly is hung by 6 stand pipes, and main motor
is settled on the installation flange. In the same manner as the primary
pump, the flow rate of the pump is controllable by varing the speed of the
main motor uhich is driven by a thyristor inverter, and for decay heat
removal operation a pony motor uhich is driven by emergency power, is
installed.

Fig.4 shows the vertical section of the pump, and Table.2 shows the
design parameters of the purap. And Fig.5 shows the performance curve.

3. DESIGN CONSIDERATION FOR NPSH MARGIN
3.1 req.NPSH DEFINED BY 3% HEAD DROP

One of the most important points in designing a large flow pump, whose
design life is 30 to 40 years, is design consideration on cavitation damage.

One of the parameters which represents a suction performance is
req.NPSH, which is usually defined by 3% head drop point. The point is
scattered
between 1300 (m3 /min. m, rpm) and 1800 (m3 /min, m, rpm) as a suction
specific speed for ordinary designed pump. And the suction specific speed
can be over 2000 (m3 /min, m, rpm) by special design considerations for pump
impeller. But such a design consideration is apt to advance a cavitation
inception point.
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From the result of cavitation tests using scale models of primary and
secondary pumps (see Fig.6, Fig.7). we obtained the suction specific speeds
which corresponds to 3% head drop points. 1480 for the primary pumps and
1540 for the secondary pump. These figures include a reasonable design
margin. From these ue set the req.NPSH. 10 rnNa and 11 mNa for each pump.
On the other hand. av.NPSH are 15 mNa and 16 mNa for each pump.
So NPSH margins, which is difined as a ratio of av.NPSH to req.NPSH. is
50% for each pump.

However, as for the pumps of this FBR plant, pump specifications were
not directly determined by incorporating the results of the NPSH margins
mentioned above.

In connection with pump designing, the req.NPSH is considered as
reference values merely with the objective of clarifying whether or not
performance variations will be caused by cavitation. As mentioned above,
the values of req.NPSH scattered over a wide range depending on designs
applied to pumps. Consequently, the NPSH margins based on req.NPSH are not
always appropriate, and the NPSH margin which can be applied to any pumps
»ust be large value.

Concerning the primary pump and the secondary pump of this FBR plant,
designing is achieved under the design philosophy which is to restrict their
suction specific speed to the value that is based on conventional water
pumps experiences, as further explained in a subsequent section of
this paper.

3.2 REQUIREMENT FOR SUCTION SPECIFIC SPEED
Cavitation criteria for pumps of this FBR plant is to maintain the

suction specific speed below the value "S"=120Q (m3 An in. m. rpm) by
considering conventional water pumps experiences. To prevent an onset of
cavitation strictly, it is believed that the suction specific speed must be
lower than "S"=900. However, such an approach means that a pump have a
quite low revolution compared with a pump designed by that of "S"=1.200.
In design features, such a pump must be about 25% larger in of impeller
diameter and about 35% heavier in pump total weight.
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The condition of "S"=belou 1200 is based on experiences regarding

actual cavitation that occured on conventional uater pumps. In another uay

of explanation, this value falls into a range of "S" values that can avoid

substantial cavitation damage but have the possibility of cavitation

incipience. On the other hand, this "S"=1200 criteria can be generally

applicable to sodium pumps for the prototype FBR shoun in Fig.8.

The larger the flou rate is required for a pump, the more difficult it

becomes to provide a sufficient NPSH margin in plant designing. And

components of a future large FBR plant are required to be much more compact

design. Accordingly. it uould be more important to establish reasonable

cavitation criterion uhich excludes an exessive NPSH margin.

3.3 SYSTEM DESIGN MARGIN

Oesign requirements uhich are given to the pumps include system design

margins. 10^20% of system design margin is considered in system pressure

loss. When ue consider actual operation point* this system design margin

can be excluded» and the av.NPSH will be higher because system pressure loss

uill be lower.and req.NPSH become lower because pump

speed is reduced. Accordingly, the NPSH margin for the pump become larger.

NPSH margin at the actual operation points will be 90/S for the primary

pump, about 100% for the secondary pump, and ue can expect about 100%

increase of the NPSH margin comparing to that of the design points uhich is

described previously, (see Table 1. Table 2 )

As remarked above, ue can expect increase of NPSH margin enough at the

actual operation point* so the posibility of cavitation damage uill be

reduced in comparison with the design point.
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4. CONCLUSION
(1) The primary and secondary pumps for this plant are designed and will

be manufactured * making the best use of experiences of the pumps for the

experimental plant "JQYQ" and the pumps for R&D.

(2) The cavStation criterion for the primary and secondary pumps for

this plant is determined reasonably by keeping suitable suction specific

speed.

(3) Considering the system design margin* actual NPSH margin under

operation will be much larger* and the potential cavitation problems uill

be less reduced.
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Table.1 DESIGN PARAMETERS OF PRIMARY PUMP

j ., , .,

j Flou Rate
Total Head
Speed
Efficiency
av.NPSHCdesign)
av.NPSHCoperation)
req.NPSHCdesign)
req.NPSHCoperat ion)
SCdesIgn)
[SCoperation)
i Shaft Size
j Maximum Diameter
| Length
Design Temperature
I Design Pressure

Cm3 /min)
CmNa)
Crpm)
C5O
CmNa)
CmNa)
CmNa)
CmNa)
Cm3 /min- m
Cm3 /min. m

Cmm)
Cm)
C O
Ckg/cm* )

t rpm) .'

, rptn)

99.5
92
837
77
15
17
10
9

1095
1000

550
/ 8.4
420
10/2

Table.2 DESIGN PARAMETERS OF SECONDARY PUMP

Flou Rate
Total Head
Speed
Efficiency
av.NPSHCdesign)
av.NPSHCoperation)
req.NPSHCdesign)
req.NPSHCoperatton)
SCdesign)
SCoperation)
Shaft Size
Maximum Diameter
Length

Design Temperature
Design Pressure

Cm3 /min)
CroNa)
Crpm)
a)
CmNa)
CmNa)
CmNa)
CmNa)
Cm3 /min, m» rpm)
Cm3 /mint m» rpm)

Cmm)
Cm)
CO
Ckg/cm2 )

71.3
54

1100
78

U
18,2
11
9.5

1160
940

270
4.4

345
9/6
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PUMP CAVITATION AND INDUCER DESIGN.

By. M.W. Heslenfeld; M. de Hes

Neratooin - The Hague, Netherlands

IAEA-IWGFR specialists' meeting on cavitation

criteria for designing mechanisms working in

sodium-application to pumps.

Interatom, Bergisch-Gladbach, F.R.G., 28-30 October 1985

1. INTRODUCTION

Details of past work on sodium pump development- and cavi-

tation studies executed mainly for SNR 30 0 were reported

earlier, /I-8/. On the occasion of previous DeBeNe-CEA

meetings on cavitation and inducer-type pumps for the

follow-up line the Dutch work on the subject was reported,

/9-10/. The experimental programme for the inducer design

was carried out by Neratoom in close cooperation with FDO

in the period 1979-1981.

Among the requirements for large sodium pumps are long life

(200000 hours up to 300000 hours) and small size of impeller

and pump, fully meeting the process and design criteria.

These criteria are the required "Q, H, n characteristics"

in combination with a low NPSH-A value and the avoidance

of cavitation damage to the pump. The pump designer has

to develop a sound hydraulic combination consisting of

suction arrangement, impeller design and diffuser. On the

other hand the designer is free to choose an optimal pump

speed (n). The pump speed in its turn influences the

rotordynamic pump design and the pump drive.

The introduction of the inducer as an integral part of the

pump design is based on following advantages:

no tip cavitation;

(possible) cavitation bubbles move to the open centre

due to centrifugal forces on the fluid;

the head of the inducer improves the inlet conditions of

the impeller
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The aim of an inducer is the increase in the suction

specific speed (S value) of a pump whereby the inducer

functions as a pressure source improving the impeller inlet

conditions. With inducer-impeller combinations values up

to SA = 15000 are realistic. With the use of an inducer

the overall pump sizes can be reduced with ca. 30 %.

Pumps commonly available have Sa values up to a maximum

of ca. 10000.

A development programme was executed for SNR 300 in order

to reach an increase of the suction specific speed of the

impeller from S A 8200 to S A 11000.

Further studies to optimize pumps design for the follow up

line introduced the "inducer acting as a pre-impeller"

development. This programme was executed in the period

1979-1981. At the FDO premises a scale 1 : 2.8 inducer

impeller combination with a suction specific speed

Sa = 15000 was developed, constructed and tested at the

water test rig. This water test rig is equipped with a

perspex pipe allowing also visualisation of the process.

Applying high speed film techniques in combination with

a stroboscope the cavitational behaviour of the pump can

be analysed outside of the loop.

Earlier studies on the cavitation behaviour of impellers

in water and in liquid sodium proved that water can be

used as a representative test fluid for sodium.

The development of sodium pumps is sponsored by the Dutch

Government and executed within the framework of an inter-

national cooperation agreement for the research, develop-

ment and construction of breeder reactor plants.
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SNR-300 POWER PLANT

The SNR 300 is a loop type liquid metal fast breeder

reactor with three primary and three secondary loops.

Two of the secondary loops are equipped with straight

tube steam generators, the third loop is equipped with

helical tube steam generators. The primary pumps are

situated in the hot leg of the primary loops, the

secondary pumps in the cold leg of the secondary

loops. See for details /5-8/.

SODIUM PUMP DEVELOPMENT FOR SNR-300

The design characteristics of the primary SNR-300

pumps are dictated by the system requirements. The

sodium in the reactor is covered by an inert gas

(argon) in order to separate the sodium from the

roof structure of the reactor. The three primary

pumps have a vertical arrangement with argon above

the free sodium surface. The reactor and the three

primary pumps are connected by the special suction

piping, a 180 degree bend, being a major demand due

to restrictions of the available net positive suction

head (NPSH), and the sodium overflow connection

and the argon connection in order to equalize the

pressure in these communicating vessels. In the space

above the hot sodium (546°C), which is filled with

argon, the temperature can be reduced considerably

by thermal shields; this is necessary for the shaft

seal (80°C).

The sodium pump development in the Netherlands started

with a small pump (280 m3/h) with radial suction and

central discharge. Next step was the design, construction

and prototype test of a 5000 m3/h pump at the APB loop

at Interatom (Bensberg FRG) see /1-4/.
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This development step consisted of a design phase,

the construction (by Stork Boilers), the watertests,

sodiumtests and an evaluation phase. The prototype

pump was tested for 6000 hours in the Interatom sodium

pump test loop at temperatures between 200°C and 580°C.

The results were reported extensively /1-4/.

Sodium testing confirmed that the hydraulic performance

of impeller pumps in sodium can be predicted from model

and fullsize tests in water. The importance of the pump

inlet conditions became obvious /5-6/. A special 180 degree

bend at the inlet of the primary pump was necessary to

realize an acceptable uniform velocity destribution at the

pump inlet, since no strainers were acceptable in the system

and no straight length could be accommodated, see /7/.

The high operating temperatures and the fact that sodium

aggravates the effect of thermal shocks, asked for special

solutions. The pump was designed to avoid thermal stresses.

For that reason the internals are connected to the pump-

vessel at the upper part only. Piston rings are placed in

the lower part between the vessel and the internals in order

to reduce the internal leakage of the pump. The shaft is

supported by a roller-bearing at the top and a hydrostatic

sodium-bearing in the lower part, fed by the pump discharge.

Design and hardfacing of this sodium-bearing proved to be

excellent during the testing of the prototype pump. Visco-

seals have been developed, designed and tested for use

in all of the six SNR-300 pumps. The three primary and

three secondary sodium pumps have one-stage, single suction,

radial flow impellers, fixed to hollow shafts. The SNR-300

pumps were designed and constructed by using the experience

obtained with the prototype pumps.
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4. SODIUM PUMP DEVELOPMENT FOR THE FOLLOW-UP-LINE

The system requirements for sodium pumps for larger

power plants are moving towards capacities of about

20000 m3/h with low NPSH-A.

The aim for compact high speed impellers for pumps

operating under poor suction conditions led to the

need for higher suction specific speeds. An increase

in suction specific speed to an S of 11000 was

realised by the development of the SNR-300 primary

pump impeller out of that of the prototype pump.

With this improved impeller design, however, the limit

of manufacturing possibilities was reached. For the

next generation reactor it was therefore necessary

to develop an impeller or an inducer/impeller

combination with a further increased suction specific

speed. With an inducer/impeller combination a long

lifetime and easy manufacturing methods could be

obtained. The influence of the suction specific speed

on the dimensions of impeller and pump concept has been

analysed.

For the system requirements of the primary pumps for

the next generation reactor (capacity 5.47 m3/s, head

120 m (loop type) versus 70 to 91 m (pool type),

NPSH-A = 12 m) the influence of the suction specific

speed on the outlet diameter of the impeller (and

pump) is very clear, see relevant diagram. An impeller

with a suction specific speed of S = 11000 leads to an

impeller with a diameter of ca. 1,70 m and 1,25 m

for an inducer/impeller combination with an S value

of 15000.
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In order to have good suction head conditions for the

impeller an inducer is used as a pre-impeller. The

inducer picks up the fluid, prerotates it and supplies

a low head for the actual impeller. Thanks to its

special shape the inducer can operate at a lower

NPSH value than a conventional impeller. The inducer-

impeller combination operates at a higher speed

matching the NPSH demand. The result of this is a

small sized impeller and thus pump.
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5. INDUCER DESIGN PHILOSOPHY.

For the design of pumps with favourable cavitation

behaviour use is made of the inlet geometry optimisation

derived from /10/. Cavitation inception is assumed

to occur at the leading edge of the blade near the

front shroud.

The net positive suction head at this point is given

by the following equation:

wls cls

NPSH = c "4^- + ~^- m

b 2g 2g (1)

The optimum values of the blade inlet angle 3. and

the inlet flow coefficient 0, can be determined if the

blade cavitation factor a , the blockage coefficient

q, , the hub/shroud diameter ratio A and the meridional

velocity ratio c are known.

o = •=-—~2
 v = blade cavitation factor (2)

z t
q = 1 —=—|f—£ = blade blockage (3)
1 S u ulsS nhs coefficient at the

leading edge near the

shroud

ls (4)
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3, = inlet blade angle at shroud

P, = static pressure at inlet

p = vapour pressure

w = relative inlet velocity at shroud

z = number of blades

t, = blade thickness at leading edge near the shroud

D, = diameter at intersection of leading edge and

shroud

D , = diameter of hub at impeller eye

c = meridional inlet velocity at shroudm.Is

c = mean meridional inlet velocity
ml

The best cavitation performance will be obtained if

the blade cavitation factor tf is minimum.

Increasing the blockage coefficient q, and decreasing

the hub/shroud diameter ^ and the meridional velocity

ratio c result in a smaller a.. The (theoretical)

limits of the different quantities are:

q, = 1 : no blockage, which occurs at zero blade

thickness

X = 0 : no hub

c = 1 : the meridional velocity at the shroud is

equal to the mean inlet meridional velocity

a, = 0 : the static pressure at the inlet equals the

vapour pressure
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As it is impossible to obtain the theoretical

limits it is important to approach these values

as near as possible. An inducer is more suited

to do so for the following reasons:

- Because an inducer produces only a fraction of

the head which is needed for the pump, a smaller

number of blades than for an impeller alone can be

used. Thus, at the same inlet diameter and inlet

blade angle the blockage effect for an inducer is

less than for an impeller alone.

- In general the meridional velocity at the shroud

will be higher than the mean inlet meridional

velocity, due to the curvature of the front

shroud. To decrease the meridional velocity ratio

c , the radius of curvature of the shroud must be

as high as possible. An inducer can be provided

with a cylindrical shroud with an infinitely great

radius of curvature (in axial direction).

- By applying sweepback of the leading edge, the

blockage effect, as well as the velocity ratio

c can be reduced. Both result in a smaller value

of a, . Manufacturing problems however prevent, for

a great part, application of sweepback for impellers.

The hubless inducer does not have these manufacturing

limitations.

These considerations led to the choice of the inducer

for the further development of sodium-pumps for extreme

cavitation requirements.

A hubless inducer was preferred to an inducer with hub

for the following reasons:
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- Because the blade tips are fixed to the shroud,

no tip cavitation can occur.

- For the same reason no blade tip losses can

occur.

- Cavitation bubbles may be centrifuged to the open

central core of the inducer and collapse there harm-

lessly. So a certain amount of cavitation will be

allowable without damage to the inducer blades.

- A hydrostatic bearing can be placed on the outside

surface of the cylindrical inducer shroud.

- If a bearing can be situated at the cylindrical shroud

of the hubless inducer, vibrations may be reduced

to a great extent.

Some disadvantages of the hubless inducer are:

- The pump efficiency decreases ( 1 to 2 %) due to en-

hanced friction losses of the rotating inducer shroud.

- The manufacturing of a hubless inducer is somewhat

more complicated than that of an inducer with hub.

- There is a possibility of backflow through the open

core of the impeller.

For the originally planned loop type SNR 2 sodium

pump the hubless inducer was developed. The pool type

pump asks for an inducer with a hub. One series of

experiments, carried out end 1981, gave insight in

the possible use of an inducer for a pool type sodium

pump. However, some more experiments are still to be

executed.
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6. INDUCER MODEL DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTS.

Manufacturing

The first inducer model was made of perspex. The blades

were machined from a solid block of material. Before the

blades were screwed and glued to the cylindrical shroud,

they were held together by a "hub", which was removed after-

wards. The blades of a second model were made of steel and

screwed to the shroud. This gave the possibility to test

the inducer model with different numbers of blades. The

shroud was made of perspex in order to examine the cavi-

tation on the blade visually. It was fixed to the front

shroud of the existing impeller.

Design features

To investigate the influence of the number of blades on

the performance, the inducer could be tested with 2, 3,

or 4 blades. Often an inducer is designed with a blade

angle which is constant in axial direction. Consequently

an incidence angle is needed to produce head. To minimize

the blade cavitation factor, however, zero incidence at

design point is necessary. So an increasing blade angle

in axial direction, which provides a head at zero incidence,

has been chosen.

It is known that sweepback of the blades has a favourable

influence on the reduction cavitation behaviour of a pump;

hence it is also applied to the inducer. The sweepback is

obtained by cutting off the nose of the blades along the

intersection line of the blades with a right circular cone.

The axis of the cone coincides with the inducer axis, the

base circle passes through the intersection point of the

leading edge and the shroud. This means that in the meri-

dional plane the leading edge is a straight line which

intersects the axis at an angle of about 65°.
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The leading edges of the blades were rounded off circularly

in order to obtain the possibility to correct the inlet

blade angle if necessary. Observed cavitation on either

the suction side or the pressure side during the tests

indicates in what direction the angles have to be changed.

If cavitation occurs at the suction side, the blade angle

must be decreased. This can be done by removing material

from the suction side of the blade nose. If cavitation

occurs at the pressure side, the angle is corrected by

removing material from the pressure side. In general the

adjustment of the blade angle is not constant along the

leading edge and it is possible that for one part of the

nose a positive and for the other part a negative correction

of the blade angle may be necessary.

The blades consist of radial elements. Along such an

element the tangent of the blade angle is inversely

proportional to the radius. The inducer diameter is

taken equal to the inlet diameter of the impeller

(= diameter at impeller eye) .

Testfacility

The measurements were carried out in a closed water

test loop. The pressure in the test section can be

lowered to achieve very low values of the suction

pressure. A boosterpump provides the possibility

to measure the low head parts of the characteristics.

The efficiency is determined from measurements of the

motor torque.

Cavitation can be observed through a perspex window

in the wall of the circuit by means of stroboscopic

lighting. A certain amount of cavitation defines the

criterion "visual cavitation11 which is used in the

experiments. The value of the NPSH at which "visual

cavitation" occurs is used to determine the suction

specific speed Sa of the inducer, the impeller or the

inducer-impeller combination.
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Testresults

The first results of the inducer model tests were en-

couraging. The model with four blades gave the highest

suction specific speed, but at a capacity smaller than

the capacity at the best efficiency point. The best

results were obtained with the inducer model with three

blades. Therefore the remaining tests were performed

with three blades. After correcting the inlet blade

angle, as described in the preceding chapter, a suction

specific speed S. = 15400 in the best efficiency point

was obtained. In this case, however, cavitation was ob-

served at the suction side of the impeller blades, so

cavitation on the impeller blades was decisive for the

suction specific speed of the combination. Based on

cavitation occurring at the inducer blades, a suction

specific speed S = 20480 was realised. It is expected

that redesign of the impeller is possible, so that a

suction specific speed of about S, « 20500 can be

obtained for an inducer-impeller combination. The

maximum efficiency was reduced by about 2%. This is

mainly caused by the increase of the friction surface,

especially the rotating cylindrical shroud.

The minimum cavitation factor a . for the inducer
min.

impeller combination is not only less than half the
value of o . for the impeller alone, but it is

m m . *

also shifted towards the best efficiency point. A

considerable reduction in the size of the pump is there-

fore possible. The results can be looked at in another

way too. At the same size of the pump and the same NPSH

the operating range, in which no cavitation occurs, is

much more extended by applying an inducer.

The expected back flow in the central core of the inducer

was not observed. This can be contributed largely to the im-

peller, which, for a great part, closes the open core.The

pressure rise through the inducer near the axis is small.
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7. CAVITATION AND ACOUSTIC NOISE MEASUREMENTS

Former work on this subject was published in /1-4/, the

cavitation work on inducer development /10/ is summarized

as follows.

Refi_nri_A2_Measurements_in_water_(1902/1900_combination)^

Cavitation detection was initiated and measured by-

visualisation of the cavitation phenomenon (inspection

through a window) and measuring a loss of head (0, 1

or 3 %) as a result of a decrease of the NPSH-A:

Definitions:

Incipient visual cavitation: the first bubbles on the

surface of the impeller-blade or the impeller-blade

canal. Permissible visual cavitation: a cavitation-

film or a bubble on the surface of an impeller-blade,

max. 5-10 mm in length.

Refi_nri_B£_Measurements_in_water_-(1902/1903_combination)_i

The measurements (see afore) were expanded with

acoustic noise analyses.

Equipment:

- Hydrophones, two Briiel and Kjaer (B and K) type 8100,

at the suction and the discharge side and one Atlantic

Research type LC 34 mounted on the venting vessel.

- One B and K amplifier type JJ2614 is connected with

a frequency analyser B und K type 2107 and an octave

filter B and K type 1612; a B and K recorder type

2305 was used for the registration in 1/3 octave

bands to analyse the acoustic noise signals.

The frequency range lies between 1000 and 40000 Hz.

Acoustic signals with amplitudes of 5 dB - 30 dB were

derived from measurements in cavitation experiments,

performed with the impeller only or with the inducer-

impeller combination.
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Refi__nr<1_C£_Inducer-Impeller_combination__(1904/190 5)_i

The same apparatus as described under Ref. B. was used.

The combination Ref. C (1904/1905) had poorer cavitation

properties than the earlier combination Ref. B (1902/1903),

because the design had not yet been optimized.
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8. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS; see table 1

The aim of an inducer is the increase in the suction

specific speed (S value) of a pump. Pumps are

commonly available with S values in the range

8000 - 10000. With inducer-impeller combinations values

up to S A = 15000 are realistic.

Until now three major tasks A, B and C were executed,

see table 1.

Experiments A. It was proven experimentally that an

inducer-impeller combination could attain S values of

over 11000; in fact, over 12600 has been reached

successfully.

Experiments B. It was proven experimentally that an

inducer-impeller combination for a loop type pump got

an S value of 15400. For loop type pumps in general,

however, an S = 15000 is practical whereby the specific

speed (n ) may be chosen in the range of 150 - 200.

Experiments C. The aim of the experiments is the design

of pool type pumps. Therefore the n value may be chosen
s

between 200 - 250. The main design goal here is the

decrease of the L/D value; a hub type inducer can be

used. Towards this goal preliminary experiments were

carried out. The work has still to be continued, with

special attention to:

a) the shape of the impeller blades, in order to optimise

the design;

b) the restriction of the NPSH: an NPSH-R = 12 m is still

a design criterium, main parameters for lowering the

NPSH-R are:

n 4- thus n 4- in combination withs
D +
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Common pumps have efficiencies in the range 82-85%;

for inducer-impeller combinations a lower must be

accepted:80-83%

For the first two designs (A and B) a hubless inducer

was used. For the preliminary design studies of case

C a hubless inducer was originally used. This was based

on the idea to use an impeller with a speed of 800 rpm,

requiring a low NPSH (12 m).

However, since a low L/D value is advantageous for a

pool-type pump, a reduction in the L/D ratio was studied.

At FDO experiments on the third pump (impeller-inducer

combination C) were executed in 1981. Early 1982 and due

to an unforeseen decrease in the budgets for the SNR 2

(or follow-up programme) this FDO-work was postponed.

The work on this third (C) inducer-impeller combination has

not been fully concluded as only five experiments were

performed. The five experiments (under C) are:

two experiments without inducer;

one experiment with a hubless inducer;

two experiments wiht a hub inducer.

The results of the first "C" experiments, listed in table 1,

are so far rather preliminary. To improve the NPSH demands

of such a pump design future experiments are foreseen. The

data given under "C" make reference to a Q = 5,47 m3/s,

H = 91 m pump with a realistic Sa = 13000, however requesting

a relatively high NPSH.

This design ("C"), for a hub inducer-impeller combination,

indicates remarkable advantages, despite of its requested

relatively high NPSH, these advantages being:

a short pump and a short pump-shaft;

a free choice in the shaft arrangement;

suitable for a pool reactor.

Continuation of this work in the future is one of the

items in the proposed pool-programme.
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9. APPLICATION FOE THE SNR-2 POOL TYPE LMFBR

See for details /19/.

The primary pump design for the SNR-2 pool type LMFBR

as presented on the last figure is designed as a single

stage, radial suction pump, with a free sodium level and

operating in the vertical position. The major design

characteristics are:

sodium flow (390°C) 20000 m3/n

head 70 m

NPSH-A 12 m

speed 700 rpm

impeller diameter 1.1m

total height (without drive) 15 m

Sodium inlet is by an annulus which is around the pressure

piping. The primary pump is located in the cold sodium

plenum. Design requirements for a primary pump of a pool

type liquid metal cooled fast breeder reactor are strongly

influenced by the necessary arrangement of the pumps in the

reactor vessel. The main requirements are:

The pump should be designed as compact as possible.

- The pump penetrates the fixed roof of the reactor

vessel and is in the lower part of the pump

connected with the grid plate. Special attention

should be paid to thermal expansion effects.

So, on the basis of the afore mentioned requirements,

a small diameter in connection with a high rotational

speed is asked for. The rotational speed is influenced

by required NPSH, critical speed and noise level. The

design must have a short shaft to stay under critical

with increased rotational speed and smaller impeller

diameter.
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In the actual design of the SNR-2 primary pump the

rotational speed is 700 rpm (under critical). However, a

supercritical shaft, may be advantageous since it gives a

reduction in shaft diameter. The mass of the shaft can be

reduced with a factor of about 12 and consequently also

the vibration energy due to unbalance or asymmetrical

temperature distribution.

A supercritical shaft requires sufficient damping. For this,

the behaviour of the hydrostatic bearings is essential. To

investigate the vibrational behaviour of a supercritical

shaft in connection with hydro-static bearings a test rig

is available now. Tests can be carried out through the

European cooperation on R & D for LMFBR's.
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Conclusions

1. The development of inducers proved that a suction

specific speed of Sa = 15400 is possible for an

optimum inducer impeller combination.

2. Inducers are very valuable for nuclear duties. For

the system requirements of next generation reactor

pumps a diameter reduction of nearly 30% can be

reached with an inducer. This means a reduction in

weight and costs of at least 30%.

3. Because, in fact, an inducer is a high specific speed

impeller, instabilities can be expected in the lower

capacity region. Though it is not extensively investigated,

no instabilities have been observed during the tests at

capacities above about 40% of design flow.

4. Pumps with electric motor drive often are restricted

in speed e.g. if a speed of 2500 rpm is allowable in

relation to the cavitation requirements, a motor of

1500 rpm must be chosen.

A motor of 3000 rpm, however, can be applied with an

inducer pump resulting in a considerable reduction of

size and costs.

5. Preliminary studies on the influence on the cavitation

behaviour of the fluid to be pumped, give the following

indications. Hydraulic tests in water are, to a great

extent, representative for sodium and potassium pumps.

In both cases the Stepanoff number of these liquid

metals at normal operating temperature are of the same

order of magnitude, though somewhat lower than that of

water at ambient temperature. This means that the

sensitivity for cavitation in these fluids is lower than

in water.
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Applications of inducers in other fluids than sodium

and water are useful in all cases where the available

suction pressure is low and the pump drive allows a

higher speed. A high suction specific speed is valuable

for size reduction of all pumps, also for pumps in other

than the nuclear industry.

Recommendations

1. The inducer development was started in the first place

to have sodium pumps for fast breeder reactors available

which:

a. have minimum dimensions to minimize the dimensions

and the weigth of the reactor internals;

b. have a good efficiency;

c. are not subject to erosive cavitation to quarantee

a lifetime of 40 years;

d. can be manufactured in an easy way.

These aims were for the greater part obtained. For

instance: with the inducer the diameter of the primary

pumps for a next generation reactor can be reduced by

ca. 30%.

2. To allow an optimal design of the proposed SNR 2 pool

type primary pomp some more experiments are recommended.

This because only one experiment with a hub type inducer

was carried out until now.
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Symbols

c

cr
D

H

NPSH

NPSH-A

n

n

P
P
Vq

Q

S0)

SA

t

u

w

z

3

X
n

a

P

a

(JO

*

Absolute velocity

Meridional velocity ratio

Diameter

Head

Net positive suction head

Available NPSH

Speed

Specific speed (=ii/Q7(g.H)')

Static pressure

Vapour pressure

Blockage coefficient

Flow capacity

Suction specific speed

( = a)/Q/(g.NPSH) *)

Suction specific speed

(= n/6/NPSH^)(rpm, USGPM, ft)

Blade thickness

Peripheral velocity

Relative velocity

Number of blades

Blade angle

Hub-diameter ratio

Efficiency

Thoma's cavitation coefficient(=NPSH/H)

Specific mass

Blade cavitation factor

Flow coefficient (=Q/w D -~)

Head coefficient (=gH/^ D2)

Rotational speed

American Units

/m. s /

/m. s /

/m/

/m/

/m/

/m/

/rpm/

1 - 1
/bar/

/bar/

/ % /

/m^" 1/

1 - 1

1 * /

/mm/

/m.s /

/m.s /

1 - 1
1 ° /

/ - /

/ % /

/ - /
/kg.m /

/ - /

/ - /

/ - /

/ s"1/

Subscripts

1

2

m

Leading edge

Trailing edge

Meridional

Shroud
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Definitions:

n
= 3 ,65 n / Q
- = to / Q

3

(g H) S

A

OJ

= 5 1 , 7 n / Q

NPSH^

2 T . n
60

co / Q
(g NPSH) I

a
NPSH

H

Conversion va lues :

n = 193,2 nw

S* = 2736,6 SOJ
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Superheater

Steam

-DX3—

Intermediate
Heat Exchanger

(IHX)

Reactor

Prim. Sodium Loop

/ Separator

Sec. Sodium Loop Feedwater
Water/Steam Loop

Schematic representation of LMFBR heattransfer system

REACTOR

MOTOR

CORE

TJ

IHX

Fig. 1: LAY-OUT SNR PRIMARY CIRCUIT

(loop type SNR 300)

80.01.014A
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STEAM GEK
BUILDING

1 CORE
2 HOT COLLECTOR
3 INTERMEDIATE HEAT EXCHANGER
4 COLD COLLECTOR
5 PRIMARY PUMP
6 REACTOR VESSEL
7 GUARD VESSEL
8 INTERMEDIATE COLLECTOR
9 CORE COVER PLUG
10 REACTOR PIT
11 PRIMARY SODIUM PURIFICATION
12 DECAY HEAT REMOVAL COOLER
13 ABSORBER
14 SODIUM-AIR HEAT EXCHANGER
15 SECONDARY PUMP
16 STEAM GENERATOR
17 BURST DISC
18 EXPANSION TANK
19 SECONDARY SODIUM PURIFICATION
20 TURBINE
21 ALTERNATOR
22 CONDENSOR

CONDENSATE PUMP

a
O
O

i

ro

CD

I

Fig 2 General scheme SNR 2 (pool type)
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FIG. 3: CONFIGURATION OF INDUCER/IMPELLER COMBINATION

FIG. 4: INDUCER/IMPELLER COMBINATION

80.01.011 A
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INDUCER PUMPS FOR LIQUID METAL REACTOR PLANTS

Dr. E. D. Jackson

Rockwell International/Rocketdyne Division
Canoga Park, California

Introduction

Pumps proposed for liquid metal reactor plants typically use centrifugal impellers as the rotating
element and are required to maintain a relatively low speed to keep the suction specific speed low
enough to operate at the available net positive suction head (NPSH) and to avoid cavitation damage.
These low speeds of operation require that the pump diameter increase and/or multiple stages be used
to achieve the design head. This frequently results in a large, heavy, complex pump design. In addi-
tion, the low speed results in a larger drive motor size so that the resultant penalty to the plant
designer is multiplied. The heavier pump can also result in further complications as, e.g., the diffi-
culty in maintaining the first critical speed sufficiently above the pump operating range to provide
margin for rotordvnamic stability. To overcome some of these disadvantages, Rockwell International
has proposed the use of inducer pumps for Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) plants. This paper
discusses some of the advantages of the inducer pump and the development history of designing and
testing these pumps both in water and sodium. This paper was sponsored by DOE under Contract DE-AT-03-
83SF11901.

Inducer Technology Development

Rockwell began developing inducers in the early 1950s to support the aerospace needs. For vehicles
planned for space operation, the vehicle weight is critical and every pound saved provides an addi-
tional pound of payload. The development
of inducers benefitted the program in
two ways. First, by providing the capa-
bility to operate at lower NPSH values,
required minimum tank pressures could be
reduced significantly reducing the tank-
age weight, and secondly, the weight of
the pump elements themselves could be
reduced by using a higher speed, small
lightweight pump. The historical devel-
opment of Rockwell's high suction spe-
cific speed (NSS) capability is illus-
trated in Fig. 1, showing that in a
period of less than 20 years, pump oper-
ation was successfully developed from an
NSS value of 10,000 (rpm, gpm, feet
units) without inducers to over 50,000
with inducers. To put this in perspec-
tive, with a fixed flow and NPSH, this
would permit a five-fold increase in
speed, and with a fixed head requirement
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Fig. 1. Historical Development of Suction
Specific Speed Capability

and number of stages, this would reduce
the required diameter by a factor of 5. Of course, all rocket engine pumps do not operate at 50,000
NSS, but inducers are consistently used to increase the suction capability and to significantly de-
crease the total weight of the vehicle.
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In the late 1960s, Rockwell began applying their successful inducer suction performance capability
in other areas. The initial application was for pumps for waterjet propulsion systems. The most sig-
nificant technical challenge for this application was the requirement for long life; whereas, rocket
engine pumps were generally required to operate for periods measured in seconds. Rockwell was able to
demonstrate to its customers that with proper design features, the long-life requirements could be
successfully met, and inducer pump designs were introduced to high speed waterjet applications. For
example, Rockwell's Powerjet 20 waterjet pumps were used on the Jetfoil boat. These pumps operate
with suction specific speeds of 30,000 and tip speeds of 200 ft/sec during every startup until the
boat achieves foil-borne operation. The Powerjet 20 inducer had a guaranteed life of 2500 hours, but
the current projected service life is 30,000 hours based on observations of inducers with over 12,000
hours of field operation. These inducers show no signs of detrimental cavitation damage, and the pro-
jected service life could increase as more operating time is accumulated.

The next application for the inducer technology was for sodium plant operation. Rockwell recog-
nized in the mid 1970s that an advancement of sodium pump design was necessary to achieve realistic
component sizes and economic objectives for large LMR plants. The potential savings using an inducer
pump is illustrated in Fig. 2 and becomes substantial at the higher flowrates proposed for new plants
(e.g., 85,000 gpm). For the sodium pump application, the pump not only had to achieve the long life
(40 to 60 years) but also achieve this life while potentially operating over a broad range of flow
coefficient (ratio of pump flow divided by speed). This latter requirement was viewed as particularly
critical in that inducers had gained the "reputetion" of only being useful for long-life operation
over a very narrow flow coefficient range due to cavitation-damage potential. However, Rockwell has
demonstrated through a series of pump design/test programs that with the proper design, this require-
ment could be met by an inducer pump.
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Fig. 2. Inducer Pump Offers Significant Size Advantage

Sodium Inducer Programs

Four inducer pump programs have been conducted at Rockwell under contract to the U.S. DOE consist-
ing for the most part of subscale component test evaluations in both water and sodium. Of course,
these programs have also been supported by numerous technology studies funded by company internal dis-
cretionary funds. In this section, these four programs will be briefly described, and in the next
section, more details concerning the specific test evaluation methodology will be discussed.

Original Subscale Pump

This pump was the first inducer pump to be tested in sodium in 1977. To meet program schedules,
and specifically test facility availability windows, this pump was designed, fabricated, and
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immediately tested in sodium as a scale-model pump without important life-capability tests being pre-
viously conducted in water. All of Rockwell's sodium pumps have a centrifugal impeller immediately
downstream of the inducer. The design point flow was 2838 gpm, and the operating speed in sodium was
3329 rpm. The inducer was tested for 1800 hours in sodium. The inducer pump met all design require-
ments of headrise and suction performance, but examination of the inducer revealed some areas of cavi-
tation damage along the tip due to the tip vortex. Model inducer water tests were then conducted and
also demonstrated the potential for cavitation damage so that the damage was attributed to a design
deficiency. However, this confirmation also demonstrated the feasibility of using inexpensive water
tests to screen designs and verify the long-life potential before committing to sodium testing. In-
ternal research had already identified some improved design features that were different from this
original design, so a new inducer design was initiated for the Prototype Subscale Pump.

Prototype Subscale Pump

This pump had essentially the same design point, but a new improved inducer design. The new design
was first demonstrated by water tests and shown to have long-life potential. The model pump was then
submitted for sodium testing. The sodium data resulted in slightly more head and slightly better suc-
tion performance than estimated from the water tests (Fig. 3). The pump was tested for a total of
4700 hours covering a wide operating range that actually exceeded the required operating range that is
typical for large loop-type LMR pumps. The test resuits were also totally successful with regard to
showing no cavitation damage even though the pump had operated over such a wide range. (The techniques
used to verify no damage are discussed in the next section.)
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Fig. 3. Subscale Inducer Pump Water/Sodium Performance Data

Intermediate Size Inducer Pump

This inducer pump was designed to demonstrate the scalability of an inducer pump to a size more
representative of large plant operation. The pump was designed based on using to the maximum extent
possible the prototpye pump used in the Fast-Flux Test Facility (FFTF). Rockwell designed an inducer,
impeller, and a diffuser to replace the FFTF impeller. The modified pump maintained the same dis-
charge flow (14,500 gpm) and operated at the same speed (1110 rpm). The tests were performed in 1981
with a total of 2000 hours in sodium covering an operational range of 95 to 125 percent of design
flow. Again, the tests were considered totally successful in that the pump not only met its perfor-
mance goals but also resulted in no cavitation damage. In addition, the inducer required only one-half
the suction pressure and provided 12 percent more head at the same flow and speed even though it had
an 8-percent smaller impeller diameter.
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One-Fifth Scale Pump

The most expensive testing of an inducer pump designed for sodium operation was performed on a
one-fifth scale model of an 85,000-gpm pump for application in the primary sodium system of a large
loop-type LMFBR. Two scale model pumps were fabricated (Fig. 4), and one was tested in water for over
600 hours while the second was tested in sodium for 5100 hours. Reference 1* discusses this pump de-
sign and the test results in some detail, and only the highlights are presented here. The 1/5-scale
models operated at a design flow of 3400 gpm at a speed of 3295 rpm. Design performance exceeded pre-
dictions achieving 23,500 suction specific speed and an overall pump efficiency of 82 percent.
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Fig. 4. One-Fifth Scale Pumps for Water and Sodium Testing

Four water test series were conducted, the first two being designed to establish hydrodynamic
characteristics of the pump, and the latter two determined bearing loads on the shaft assembly using
instrumented bearing carriers. The tests covered a wide flow and speed range and included special
tests such as dye tests to verify no cavitation damage and velocity surveys to define inlet flow
fields. The dye tests demonstrated that no cavitation damage potential existed throughout the steady-
state operating range and even beyond.

The sodium tests were then performed to verify both the performance and long-life capability of
the design. Table 1 (from Ref. 1) presents the sodium test program. The performance in sodium was
essentially identical to that in water, and the life characteristics were again verified by showing no
cavitation damage after 5100 hours of sodium operation, including extensive off-design operation.

*Ref. 1: Dunn, C. and M, J. Gabler, "Development of an 85,000 Gal/Min Inducer Pump for LMFBR Applica-
tion," Liquid Hetal Engineering and Technology, Vol. 2, Proceedings of the Third International Confer-
ence held in Oxford, April 1984
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Table 1. 1/5-Scale Sodium Pump Test Program

ENDURANCE TEST

2000-h DESIGN POINT ENDURANCE TEST

PERFORMANCE TESTS

HEAD-FLOW TESTS

CAVITATION TESTS

OFF-DESIGN TESTS

50-h POINT 2 ENDURANCE TEST
250-h POINT 17 ENDURANCE TEST
SHUTOFF TESTS

SPEED-FLOW SCAN POINT 2 - POINT 24

REPEAT PERFORMANCE TESTS

HEAD-FLOW TEST
CAVITATION TEST

%
SPEED

100

40
60
80

100
60

105

105
80
40
60

105-60

100
105

%
. DESIGN

FLOW/
SPEED
RATIO

100-104

70-140
70-140
70-130
70-1IS

128
100

100-104
123-128
60-0
60-0

100-0

70-115
100

NPSH
(FT)

44.8-46.8

MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM-27
MAXIMUM-19

43.4-45.4
44-4S
MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM
44-60

MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM-19

Following an initial test series on a first inducer sodium pump, three very successful inducer
pump programs have been conducted including design, fabrication, and extensive testing in both water
and sodium. These programs have established design conditions to avoid cavitation damage with an indu-
cer. Therefore, inducer pumps can be safely designed for long-life operation in sodium.

Testing Techniques

The inducer pump has the advantage of offering a smaller lightweight design such that questions
concerning rotordynamic performance and bearing capability are of less concern, and full-size pump
testing can be entered with increased confidence. The critical element of the inducer pump is the
inducer itself, but this component is also the easiest to test and can typically be tested at a very
early point in the program schedule and with minimal cost. In addition, the inducer is readily tested
in a scale model size and with water as the test fluid as demonstrated in previous programs where both
the success and failure of inducers in sodium was demonstrated by model water tests. These features
provide decided programnatic advantages.

Water Tests

Water tests conducted on model inducers invariably include defining the head-flow characteristic
and the suction performance characteristic over a flow range that is at least as wide and generally
wider than the inducer is expected to operate. These results are generally directly scalable to the
larger size with the full-size component generally showing some improvement due to scale-size effects.
The other test type always conducted in water is the dye test in which all of the hydrodynamic sur-
faces of the inducer and, frequently, the inducer tunnel are coated with an insoluble dye. Through
experience, Rockwell has determined a dye capable of withstanding the high velocities (up to 200 ft/
sec) without erosion and yet sensitive to any cavitation collapse occurring on the solid surface.
Tests have also demonstrated that operation at a fixed point for 20 minutes is sufficient to fully
describe any regions of dye removal due to cavitation. (Dye removal, when it occurs, generally occurs
within 1 minute and has covered the extent of the damage region within 5 to 10 minutes. Tests both
with and without dye removal have been extended to as long as 1 hour without any further dye removal.)
Thus, each test point of interest is tested for 20 minutes with both visual and photographic coverage
of the results. Figure S shows a typical result with dye removal obtained by operating the inducer at
70 percent of its design flow coefficient (steady-state operation would be from 100 percent to approx-
imately 130 percent). A successful test would, of course, result in no dye removal throughout the
required long-life operating range.
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The low cost of these scale model
water tests also offers the opportu-
nity of exploring other flow fea-
tures. For example, velocity survey
tests have been performed, and tests
of various inlet and inducer tunnel
characteristics have been conducted.
A velocity survey at the inducer exit
can be used to add confidence in the
design of the centrifugal impeller
before submitting that component to
fabrication.

Sodium Tests

Dye coatings cannot be applied
for sodium operation; therefore, dem-
onstration of the long-life capabil-
ity of the part requires verifying by
other techniques that no damage has
occurred on the surface . This neces-
sarily involves longer test times and
more sophisticated verification tech-
niques. Four inspection techniques
have been used for the pump operating
in sodium.

Fig. 5. Dye Removal on Inducer Due to Operation
at 701 of Design Flow (No Dye Removal
from 95 to 130% of Design)

1. Macrotracking - basically similar to dye testing in that it involves unaided visual inspection
and macrophotographs. This technique is, of course, used only for any more obvious damage,
but testing for 2000 or more hours should show any significant problem area.

2. Weight - parts are weighed to
within 0.01 grams pretest and
posttest. The part is first
ultrasonically cleaned, weighed,
and then micropolished for stain
and oxide coating removal and m
reweighed. Because the micro- f
polishing can also remove a 5
smal 1 amount of metal, the true x
weight is believed to be between s
the two weights measured post- *
test. Figure 6 shows such a u
time-weight map obtained for the §
prototypic subscale pump. The
weight loss rate experienced is
typical of rates experienced by
static components (e.g., ducts)
subjected to sodium flow.

3. Dimensional Measurement - Key
parts like the inducer are also
measured to define the three-
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dimensional blade surface coordinates. This technique will identify any movement of the blade
surface even if a weight loss has not occurred. Figure 7 shows some typical results obtained
at three different points of operation for the blade centeriine location at the tip. (The tip
is the region most likely to experience movement in an unshrouded inducer.) The measurements
are typically made of both the suction surface and pressure surface at each of 5 radii and for
every 10 degrees of circumferential angle on all of the blades. The accuracy of the measure-
ment is approximately 0.003 inch, and as Fig. 7 shows, all results fall within that band dem-
onstrating the structural stability of the blades.
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Fig. 7. Typical Inducer Three-Dimensional Blade Measurement History

4. Microtracking - This is a topographical technique involving the use of two-stage, chromium-
carbon, cellulose-acetate replicas. This is a long-established technique that is routinely
able to resolve surface features on the order of 50 nanometers. However, to our knowledge,
this is the first use of this technique for detecting cavitation damage from sodium testing.
Specific surface locations are selected for tracking; these being selected based on experience
with cavitation damage locations from other inducer testing. Any surface effects caused by
the operating environment manifest themselves as subtle highlighting of the material's micro-
structure, which can easily be visually observed within normal surface roughness of a fabri-
cated component. The cellulose-acetate technique allows these effects to be recorded and
observed under high magnification. Figure 8 shows some typical results again obtained for the
prototypic subscale pump. No evidence of cavitation damage initiation or progression was found
at any of the locations throughout the test history.

Other measurements are made and tracked through the test history to verify that no change in per-
formance is experienced. These include not only the normal pressure measurements but accelerometer
measurements and in some special cases bearing loads. Acoustic measurements have not been used exten-
sively, partially because the inducer does experience cavitation but is designed to prevent the cavi-
tation from collapsing on the blade surface. Acoustic measurements were made on the FFTF stand with
the Intermediate Size Inducer Pump (ISIP). This inducer pump replaced an existing centrifugal pump
and operated at the same speed and flow. While different instruments were used and certain of the
test conditions were varied, it was generally observed that the acoustic noise was significantly less
(up to 10 db) with the ISIP pump as conpared with the original FFTF pump.

Advanced Pump Concepts

Rockwell is continuing to investigate other pump concepts to further improve the operating range
of the inducer pump. One concept currently being evaluated as part of the DOE Base Technology Program
consists of a shrouded inducer. For the unshrouded inducers, the key cavitation experienced in the
Rockwell designs is the tip vortex cavitation due to the flow between the tip of the blade and the
stationary tunnel. The inducer is designed to cause this cavity to collapse between the blades in the
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Fig. 8. Time-Tracked Replicas stiow No Cavitation Damage
(Inducer Blade No. 1 Suction Side Tip)

flow field and not on any metal surface. This design
objective can be achieved over a limited flow range
that is adequate to cover many plant steady-slate oper-
ating ranges. However, wider flow ranges and even
higher suction specific speed capability can poten-
tially be achieved by the shrouded inducer because it >-
does not have a typical blade-tip vortex. This can be S
illustrated by Fig. 9, which shows the typical "bucket i
curve" characterizing the required NPSH as a function I
of flow/speed ratio. For the unshrouded inducer, a S
lower flow boundary is encountered due to tip vortex |
cavitation. A high flow boundary is encountered due to £
tip vortex cavitation. A high flow boundary is encoun-
tered due to suction performance. These boundaries
define the resulting limits of operation. Test results
have demonstrated the capability for operating the
shrouded inducer at an even lower flow/speed ratio per-
mitting the design to operate over a wider flow range
and to achieve even better suction performance by opti-
mizing the operating range. Four shrouded inducers
(Fig. 10) for sodium application have been tested in
the past 2 years with variations in design conditions
and covering a suction specific speed range of 21,000
to 34,000. The results have been very promising, and the
an extremely wide flow range is very real.
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potential for operating inducer pumps over
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NSS = SUCTION SPECIFIC SPEED

NSS = 34,000 NSS = 28,000 NSS = 22,500 NSS = 21,200

Fig. 10. Four Shrouded Inducers Tested by Rockwell
in Past 2 Years

Conclusions

In conclusion, the inducer pump is seen to be a sound concept with a strong technology base de-
rived from the aerospace and ship propulsion industries. The superior suction performance capability
of the inducer offers significant system design advantages, primarily a smaller, lighter weight, less
complex pump design with resulting saving in cost. Extensive testing of these pumps has been conducted
in both sodium and water to demonstrate the long-life capability with no cavitation damage occurring
in those designs based on Rockwell's current design criteria. These tests have utilized multiple in-
spection and measurement approaches to accurately assess and identify any potential for cavitation
damage, and these approaches have all concluded that no damage is occurring. Therefore, it is con-
cluded that inducer pumps can be safely designed for long-life operation in sodium with significant
economic advantages over alternative pumps. Furthermore, the technology is continuing to grow with
advanced concepts into test in both water and sodium that can offer the designer the capability to
operate over even wider flow ranges with higher suction specific speed.


